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BUILDING IN THE STYLES OF THEIR TIME:
FUGMAN, CRAMER AND UHLRICH
REBECCA L. BARRETT
ABSTRACT

The impetus for this project was an unsual promotional book by an obscure local
architectural firm. Greater Cleveland Architecture by Godfrey Fugman and C. Frank Cramer
presented a unique glimpse into the nearly forgotten firm. Its meticulously photographed,
pristine images of buildings in their intended environment provided crucial visual primary
source material for my work.
Investigating the firm of Cramer & Fugman (1887-1896) naturally led to its successor
firm of Fugman & Uhlrich (1899-1903). Primary research was conducted working with
building permits, newspapers and periodicals of the profession such as Inland Architect
and Builder, Interstate Architect, and Ohio Builder and Architect, None of them is fully
indexed. This research was compiled chronologically in a catalogue of works containing
over 100 buildings by the firms. After biographic details and information about the state
of the profession and the firms, discussion of the structures in the text was done in terms
of building type.
While not of national repute, the architects were, nonetheless, very talented men who
worked in the nationally popular styles during the Golden Era of Cleveland. Innovative
in design, technology and use of material, active in the continuing development of their
profession, they were important architects for Cleveland at turn of the 20th century.
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PREFACE

The seed-germ for this project was a rare promotional book by a local architectural
firm. Serendipitous survival of Greater Cleveland Architecture by Godfrey Fugman and
C. Frank Cramer presented a unique glimpse into a nearly forgotten firm. (Figure 1) This
large-scale publication measures 13½” x 10¼”. The images themselves measure 6” x 8”.
The meticulously photographed
structures reproduced in sepia
tone present images of pristine
buildings

in

their

intended

environment, providing crucial
visual primary source material for
my work.

Illustrated contractor

advertisements in black and white
provide insight into the more
functional aspects of a working
architectural firm. (Figure 2)
This book has been carefully
conserved and is part of the
Cleveland Public Library. While it
is likely that other firms produced
similar publications, few have been
found. This remarkable piece of
ephemera has remained in such excellent condition and is an exceptional primary source
for present and future architectural historians and interdisciplinary researchers.

The

publication brings to light perhaps the only existing images of long demolished structures
and unaltered views of presently disfigured facades. In several instances, it identifies an

ix

unknown architect and presented possibilities of accurate restoration where there had been
no visual source.
Investigating the firm of Cramer &
Fugman (1887-1896) naturally led to
its successor firm of Fugman & Uhlrich
(1899-1903). Little has been written about
these turn of the century architects and their
firms. Fugman & Uhlrich received a brief
nod for their J.L. Hudson Store (1902-3)
in Cleveland Architecture: 1876-1976 by
Eric Johanessen, but the firm of Cramer
& Fugman was not even mentioned. In
addition to the lack of published material,
researching earlier architects and firms
can be difficult depending upon available
sources.
This project was especially challenging as all of the papers of the firm of Fugman and
Uhlrich (and possibly those of the form of Cramer and Fugman) were believed to have been
destroyed in an office fire. Working with building permits, newspapers and periodicals of
the profession such as Inland Architect and Builder, Interstate Architect, and Ohio Builder
and Architect, which are not fully indexed, I was able to develop an impressive list of over
100 buildings designed by the firms of Cramer & Fugman and Fugman & Uhlrich, as well
as some done independently by Godfrey Fugman and Emile Uhlrich.
When sources are problematic, it can take a very long time to fully investigate each and
every building in a structured and uniform manner. Rather, information comes in bits over
time; and so, the project becomes a part of one’s life work and personal obsession. While
all three architects continued to work after parting ways, more research is needed before



attempting to reconstruct their later careers. Therefore, the concentration of this thesis is
on the years when the partnerships and firms were active with Godfrey Fugman as the
common denominator between the firms.
This project began by documenting as many buildings by these architects as possible. In
addition, I sought information sought about their lives, their clients and the significance of
their buildings. I arranged the data chronologically (as closely as possible) and examined
it with regard to stylistics, the individual talents of the architects and context within the
Cleveland area. In this case, the evolving list of buildings served as a useful tool for
chronologically surveying known works, giving glimpses of changing trends and use of
popular innovations. In its present state (see Appendix), it provides a solid starting point
for future expansion.
As research progressed, the diversity of the work of the architects, scope of their talent
and their prominence in the local profession became more fully revealed. Technological
developments by Fugman speak to critical issues facing contemporary building trades.
In addition, the position of their clients in the socio-cultural hierarchy and the esteem
of their peers, as well as the structures themselves, give validity to the supposition that
these architects enjoyed an excellent reputation and were important contributors to their
profession at this time in Cleveland’s history.

xi

CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION

In the late 19th century, Cleveland experienced rapid changes in the built environment
in tandem with developing technology and burgeoning population. Need for new buildings
and desire for the latest fashion required a corresponding increase in highly trained and
talented architects all over America. Important locally were Godfrey Fugman, C. Frank
Cramer and Emile Uhlrich. Their particular creativity and innovation in mainstream
popular styles and contributions to theoretical and practical aspects of the profession in
general, demonstrate their relevance to the architectural history of Cleveland and beyond.
In addition, Cleveland and Its Germans, originally published in 1897-98 reported that
Godfrey Fugman held several patents for new building technology as well as being an
architect, engineer, theoretician and real estate developer. The high quality of thethe
architects’ work, its imaginative design and Fugman’s inventions contributed to their
prominence in the field during Cleveland‘s Golden Age and to their worthiness of a place
of respect in the history of regional architectural fabric.
Listed in the business section of the Cleveland City Directories at 89 Euclid Avenue in the
Nottingham Building from 1887 until 1896, the firm of Cramer & Fugman produced many
 Cleveland and Its Germans. Translated by Steven Rowan. Cleveland: The Western
Reserve Historical Society, 1998, 230-231. Originally published as Cleveland und Sein
Deutschthum, Cleveland: The German-American Biographical Publishing Co, 1897-98,
2nd ed. 1907.


impressive structures across the city until its dissolution. Retaining the same office space,
Fugman formed a new partnership with Emile Uhlrich in 1899. This partnership lasted
until 1903. Cramer and Fugman appear to have produced more commercial buildings than
churches, in contrast to a profusion of ecclesiastical structures by Fugman and Uhlrich.
The earlier firm also constructed a number of fine residences throughout the city as did the
firm of Fugman & Uhlrich. In general, both firms were commissioned to design buildings
for a variety of uses: smaller mixed-use commercial buildings, large department stores,
residences, schools, churches, police stations, firehouses, town halls and more. There were
also a number of additions, remodels and unexecuted projects over the course of both
firms. This broad spectrum of building types and revamping of earlier structures was not
unusual for this time. Architects were also expected to be well versed in the numerous
style options available to the client.
The first section of the paper relates available biographical information which may
have informed the architects’ work. Next, there is background information relating to the
architectural profession and general local atmosphere. The bulk of the paper is comprised
of discussion of history of the firms, their major works, client-architect relationships
and contemporary professional concerns, as well as brief commentary on Fugman’s
inventiveness and the culmination of Uhlrich’s career. The Appendix provides a catalogue
of known works arranged chronologically with images provided whenever possible. By
examining the known facts in the context of the era in general and local area in particular,
the relevance and prominence of these seemingly obscure and unimportant architects
becomes evident.

 Inland Architect and News Record, November, 1895, n. p.
 Interstate Architect and Builder, February 25,1899, 9.


CHAPTER II. BIOGRAPHIES

During the closing decades of the nineteenth century through the turn of the century,
Cleveland was experiencing one of its peaks as an ethnically diverse city. Beginning in
1796, early settlers had been mostly from New England, especially Connecticut, but by
the Civil War large numbers of other ethnic groups brought diversity to the population. Not
one of the architects in this study was a native Clevelander. Only one was American born.
As such, their backgrounds and training differed greatly, undoubtedly having substantial
impact on their professional lives.

Godfrey Fugman (1858-1935)
Godfrey Fugman, son of an estate manager, was born in Wurttemberg, Germany, in
Durenzimmern, in the Neckar district, on September, 22, 1858. (Figure 3) An extremely
dedicated student, “Mr. Fugman gave evidence of great intellectual ability even as a young
man.” Educated in Heilbronn, Oesslingen and Stuttgart, he dedicated his life to

building. Fugman studied at the Royal Construction School for four years and spent two
semesters at the Polytechnic School in Stuttgart. “Thoroughly technically trained for his
profession, he took a position as leader of works in the establishment led by Mr. Weiser
 There is not time to launch into a history of Cleveland and the Western Reserve Firelands. Perhaps it is enough to say that the New England town plan and early status quo
reflect the eastern, mostly New England, roots.
 Cleveland and Its Germans, 230-231.


in Heilbronn, training himself theoretically, as well as practically, as an architect.” This
extensive education at highly regarded institutions was likely a key element in his success
here in the United States.
Fugman came to America to find a wider area of activity in 1881, settling in Cleveland.
He was first listed in the City Directory in 1885 and was partnered with C. Frank Cramer
by 1887-88. By 1898, Fugman himself was sufficiently
well known to have a large entry in a book concerning
contributions by German-Americans to Cleveland.
According to Cleveland und sein Deutschthum, or
Cleveland and Its Germans, Godfrey Fugman rose
quickly up the social and professional ladders. Citing
several buildings from the Cramer years of his career,
the article stated that, “what excites the admiration
of his colleagues are the special construction and the
great, open spaces he creates.” Shortly after this brief
biography was written, Fugman began his partnership
with Emile Uhlrich.
This same article made mention that three years earlier, Fugman had published “a richly
illustrated, elegantly decorated catalogue that dealt with his creations from a technical
standpoint, which enjoyed a good reputation.” This reference may have been to Greater
Cleveland Architecture. However, the wording may indicate a different publication, one
focused upon the technical innovations, not just photos of their finished buildings. the
search for another publication involving more technical aspects of Godfrey Fugman’s
work has, as yet, been unfruitful. It is interesting to note that Cramer is not mentioned. The
publication by Cramer and Fugman was not dated, per se, but the buildings pictured place
 Ibid., 231.
 Ibid.
 Ibid.


it around 1895. Fugman was not only involved with technical aspects of building, but
was also an inventor. He held patents for several important developments in building.
From what little information has found regarding Fugman’s personal life, one might
assume that he was as popular as his buildings and inventions. “Modest in his conduct,
cheerful in dealing with others, free of all prudery and known as an entertaining man
in society, it cannot surprise us that he wins the respect and friendship of all those with
whom he comes into contact in business as well as social affairs.”
The latter part of Fugman’s career is not well documented and needs further research.
He was married to Anna, had two sons, Victor and Roland, and a daughter, Gerda. After
around 1895, Fugman lived in Ambler Heights, later moving bit further east on Mayfield
Road. His address at the time of his death was 2724 Mayfield Road, Cleveland Heights.10
After a week’s illness, Godfrey Fugman died on September 3, 1935 and was buried from
Koebler Funeral home, 1966 E. 82nd St.11

His remains were interred in Acacia Park

Cemetery, an exclusively Masonic place of rest.12 The search for direct descendants has,
as yet, been unsuccessful.13

C. Frank Cramer (1863-19??)
Biographical information about Fugman’s first partner, C. Frank Cramer, is also scanty.
His year of birth was believed to be 1863.14 Cramer was a native of Racine, Wisconsin,
who moved to Cleveland and was “…raised and educated and became practical and

proficient in his profession in this city and is a gentleman possessing a thorough knowledge
 Ibid.
10 Cleveland Necrology File. Id. # 0198127, Cleveland Public Library.
11 Victoria George , and Drew Rolik, “Fugman and Uhlrich: An Architectural Profile,”
Habitat, January 5/ January 11, 1900, 3-4.
12 Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 4, 1935, n.p.
13 There are several intriguing possibilities, but other parties have not responded despite
repeated inquiries. One is a contractor in Chagrin Falls. Another is Robert Fugman of
the nationally recognized architectural firm of Tigermann, Fugman et. al. in Chicago.
14 Cleveland Illustrated, Cleveland, Ohio: The Consolidated Illustrating Co., 1893, 78.


of the business, a wide experience and has designed and superintended the construction
of many of the finest structures in Ohio and adjoining states.”15 (Figure 4) The wording
of this passage in context makes it somewhat unclear whether “this city” refers to Racine
or Cleveland. Most likely, it is Cleveland, but more research is necessary to confirm
this fact. If he trained here in Cleveland, it would certainly have had a great effect upon
what he was exposed to architecturally growing
up. In addition, he would perhaps have been
more acquainted with the clientele of the area,
something attractive to the immigrant Fugman.
One might reasonably assume that his training
here in the U.S. would have exposed him to the
work of the well known American architects.
According to Cleveland Illustrated of 1893, “Mr.
Cramer has a high reputation as a designer, and
his business acquirements are such as to cover
a wide field, and his professional services are
always in demand.”16
Cramer appeared in the City Directory as a
draftsman with the noted architectural firm of J. Blackburn in 1883 and as the partner of
Fugman in 1887.17 Cramer apparently had an excellent reputation, as did his partner. “It
is only fair to say that among the members of the architectural profession in Cleveland,
none have done more to elevate the general standard of architectural excellence or are able
to show evidence of substantial usefulness in this direction than Mr. C. Frank Cramer.”18
It is interesting to note that this small biographic entry from Cleveland Illustrated of
1893, made no mention of Godfrey Fugman at the business address, yet listed buildings
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid.
17 Cleveland City Directory, 1883, 1887.
18 Cleveland Illustrated, 1893, 78.


associated with both architects: Mechanics Bank, Produce Exchange National Bank, First
Baptist Church, Bender Building, the Columbian Bank Building and “…other tangible
evidences of architectural skill and constructive proficiency too numerous to mention.”19
C. Frank Cramer was a member of the American Institute of Architects, the Ohio
Chapter of the AIA, and an active member of the Blue Lodge Masons, as well as the
Knights of Pythias. Cramer was appointed by the Governor of Ohio as one of the State
Board of Examiners of Militia; and was a member of the Cleveland Grays. He left the
Grays to become adjutant of the Fifth Regiment O.N.G.20
While the references in the architecturally related material refer to him as ‘C. Frank
Cramer,’ he is called ‘Charles F. Cramer’ in a publication about the Spanish American
War.21 (Figure 5) It would seem that he went by “Frank” and that the militarily related
volume used a more formal address. Major Charles F. Cramer began service in the
O.N.G. on September 1, 1880. According to his assumed birth date, he would have been
seventeen when he joined Company “A” of the Fifteenth Infantry as a musician.22 The
source does not mention what particular musical talent Cramer provided Company “A,”
but one could imagine the choices were rather limited to something like percussion or
brass. His age would also support the idea that Cramer got his architectural training and
exposure in Cleveland as the Cleveland Illustrated article seemed to suggest.
On March 10, 1881, Cramer was transferred to another company, Company “F,” Fifth
Infantry. While in this company, he was promoted several times: from Corporal

on Jan. 15, 1883, up to Second Lieutenant in June of 1886. In 1887, he resigned to join
the Cleveland Grays. However, in 1889, he organized a company which was admitted
in June of 1890 as Company “I” of the Fifth Regiment. Cramer quickly rose through the
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
21 Revere, Paul. Cleveland in the War with Spain. Cleveland: United Printing Co., 1900,
27.
22 Ibid., 36.


ranks from First Lieutenant to become appointed
Major on March 8, 1894. He served in this
position up to and including the war with Spain.
Active within the military as he was in civilian
life, Cramer served on the Board of Examiners,
was Secretary of the O.N.G. Officers’Association
and served on the General Courts’ Martial, all in
addition to his regular duties.23
From the end of the Civil War until the Spanish
American War in 1898, Cramer’s regiment, the
Fifth Regiment, fulfilled peace keeping duties,
confined to action in local labor conflicts like
the Standard Oil troubles in 1877, the Massillon
coal strike of 1894 and the Brown Hoist Strike in 1896. They were also called upon for
more national concerns such as Garfield’s Funeral in 1881, the dedication of the World’s
Fair buildings in Chicago in 1892 and the World’s Fair Encampment in 1893.
In the spring of 1898, Major Charles F. Cramer went off to be part of “…the first of
Cleveland’s offering in the war for humanity…on their way to duty.”24 Patriotism was
very important at that time. “No tin soldiers there. Every man a hero; and American
citizenship never took on a brighter hue, nor the privileges of a free country a sweeter
aspect than they did to those men who were leaving home and friends of their own free
will, to perform whatever service might be required of them.”25 American citizenship was
important to all.

Cramer was apparently well liked in the military, “Always soldierly in bearing and
23 Ibid., 38.
24 David D. Van Tassel, and John J. Grabowski. The Encyclopedia of Cleveland History.
Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1987, 913-914.
25 Revere, 29.


prompt in attention to duty, he was one of the most efficient officers in the service,
and was popular with both his superiors and his subordinates.”26 These same qualities
would have been evident and useful in his architectural career and very helpful to an
immigrant business partner. Cramer’s rise through the ranks not only gave him military
and leadership experience, but undoubtedly gave him a chance to network with the other
officers as well as his own men. The upper ranks of the military were usually filled with
the gentry of society. This may have given Cramer the opportunity to rub elbows with
the elite and other well to do individuals who may have been helpful as mentors or even
clients of the young architect. Glancing through Cleveland in the War with Spain, one can
see the names and sometimes the faces of these Clevelanders.27 Cramer was more than
just a soldier, he was an entrepreneur.
This war would have had a disruptive effect on the entire economy as well as the
social fabric of the time. One might imagine that construction and commerce slowed
or changed focus as the local men took their places in the militia, some of them not
returning. It is likely that during this war Cramer made the connection that would lead
him to his position with the United States government and result in the dissolution of the
architectural firm of Cramer & Fugman.
Cramer did not return to Cleveland after the war and was last noted by the Cleveland
Landmarks Commission as the Superintendent of Construction of U.S. Public Buildings
in 1900. It does not seem surprising that his architectural abilities were recognized,
advancing him to a position with the national government. This also speaks well of
the firm of Cramer & Fugman. His title seems to imply that he must have had skill in
engineering as well as design. More research is necessary to fill in the gaps and the postCleveland years. Cramer died before September 4, 1935, as he is listed as “late partner”
in Fugman’s obituary in the Cleveland Plain Dealer.28
26 Ibid.
27 Ibid.
28 “Fugman…”, Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 4, 1935, 4.


Emile Uhlrich (1873-19??)
Fugman’s next partner was Emile Uhlrich. (Figure 6) Their business partnership
lasted from 1899-1903. Uhlrich was born in Epinal, France, on March 28, 1873, and was
orphaned at an early age. At the age of seventeen, he received his diploma or brevet from
the Academy of Paris and went on to be trained
in the Beaux-Arts tradition.29

Uhlrich began

with an intensive course of training necessary to
practice architecture in France. His instructors
were Messrs. Berger and Maistrasse, government
architects. “Reverses in fortune compelled him
to interrupt [his training] in 1892. Being from
early years an orphan, it was no use now to hope
for success, and, perhaps, the tiny bit of violet
ribbon worn by his masters, in a country where
ever boy must ‘fall in his old man’s shoes’ to
‘arrive’.”30
Seeking success elsewhere than his native France, Emile Uhlrich arrived in America
in 1894, settled in Cincinnati and became part of an as yet unnamed architectural firm
there. He came to Cleveland by 1898, and soon joined up with Godfrey Fugman.31 The
partnership was successful and lasted until 1903. One of the younger members of the
architectural profession, Uhlrich remained in the City Directory until 1923, presumably
moving from the city at this point. He became well known for church design and worked
all over the state of Ohio. Uhlrich also worked in the state of New York as is evidenced
by this later example, The Basilica of Our Lady of Victory in Lackawanna, New York,
29 George and Rolik, 3.
30 “A Versatile Architect: A Review of the Work of Architect Emile M. Uhlrich,” Ohio
Architect and Builder, September, 1904, 20; 20-35.
31 George and Rolik, 3.
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1926.32 As with Fugman and Cramer, more work is needed on the latter part of Uhlrich’s
career.

32 Alice M. Pytak, A Christian Commitment: The Story of Father Nelson Henry Baker;
The Homes of Charity and The Basilica of Our Lady of Victory. Lackawanna, New York:
Our Lady of Victory homes of Charity, 1986, 31-32.
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CHAPTER III
THE ENVIRONMENT OF THE ARCHITECTURAL PROFESSION IN THE LATE
NINETEENTH CENTURY

In order to properly assess the caliber of the architects in question, it is necessary to have
some context in which to place them. In this instance, the context is the architectural history
of the City of Cleveland. This, in turn, necessitates brief commentary on the development
of Cleveland and its built environment as it relates to the nation on a whole. During this
time, the country was entering a new phase, one of equality and power in its status with
the rest of the world. Unless one considers Cleveland as a very dense, vital, bustling urban
atmosphere, one of hope and rapidly growing economy--number six in the nation, the
overall significance of the men and women training and working here at that time cannot
be fully acknowledged.
Moses Cleaveland’s landing at the end of the 18th century and the era of the 19th century
“early settlers” receives attention, if not romanticization, in the literature and the culture
of present day Cleveland. On the other hand, the turn of the 20th century, Cleveland’s
Golden Age, seems almost summarily dismissed, practically a fantasy were it not for
documentation and visual evidence. The years of the golden era in Cleveland, as in other
parts of the country, saw an enormous surge in building. Small architectural firms like
those of Cramer & Fugman and Fugman & Uhlrich became more numerous as demand for
stylish, up-to-date buildings increased. Over 100 years of change stand between the joyous
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realization of the endeavors of these architects and the sad reality of their near eradication
at the turn of the 21st century.
Some may think of the city in its early times as a backwoods swamp, but Cleveland’s
pioneer period was short lived. 1796 marked the founding of the city by Moses Cleaveland,
a lawyer and investor who was head of the first surveying party from Connecticut. Total
population for 1796 was 3 people.33 However, by 1803 the area had mail service which
could bring in printed materials like builder’s guides and architectural manuals.34 The city’s
location as an important port on Lake Erie, coupled with the building of the Ohio canal in
the mid-1820’s assured its future as a hub of commercial trade and industrial development.
Arrival of the railroads in the early 1850’s brought even more success and rapid growth for
the region.
The first census in 1818 showed 172 inhabitants.35 In 1840, three years after the
publication of the first City Directory in 1837, Cleveland’s population had grown to 6,071.
Ohio City had additional 1,577 people.36 By 1860, the city had 43,417 residents. When
Godfrey Fugman arrived in Cleveland to practice architecture in 1881, population had
reached over 160,000, ranking it twelfth in the nation.37
Clevelanders held their heads high in the 1880’s. The city’s fame lay not
only in beautiful Euclid Avenue. In the forest of masts riding at anchor on
the river were many vessels, built in Cleveland shipyards, that plied the lakes
and sea bearing products of local industry to markets throughout the world.
Jobs were plentiful, as men of vision and wealth launched new business
enterprises and enlarged mills and factories. These were prosperous times,
fostering substantial gains in all phases of endeavor. 38
Cleveland continued to grow in numbers of citizens and in its place of importance as a
whole. By 1890, population had grown rapidly to 381,768, making Cleveland the seventh
33 William Gansen Rose, Cleveland: The Making of a City, Cleveland and New York:
The World Publishing Co., 1950, 33.
34 Ibid., 50.
35 Ibid., 81.
36 Ibid., 169.
37 Ibid., 427.
38 Ibid.
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largest city in the United States.39 “The era of the laying of her foundation as a city had
passed, her institutions were firmly established, she was no longer an experiment, but a
success.”40
By 1910, Cleveland had well over half a million people and ranked sixth in the nation.
Although both architectural firms had been dissolved by 1910, their productive years
coincided with the beginning decades of Cleveland’s golden era. That these creators
of buildings made their contributions to the architectural fabric of the city during that
important period, and that they designed and built a volume of structures, attests to the idea
that they were one of the locally significant architectural firms.
In order to understand the aesthetic atmosphere of the time in which the architects lived
and worked, c.1880-1905, it is necessary to comment on the development of American
architecture up to that point, albeit as briefly as possible since many, many volumes have
been written on that subject. After the Colonial and Federal periods of architecture in the
17th and 18th centuries, the nineteenth century saw a steady progression of stylistic changes
predicated by theories of associative values represented by structural prototypes.
This period in the history of the built environment can seem very frustrating to someone
who wants clear cut stylistic and theoretical divisions to classify or define America’s
Victorian architecture. Even the term “Victorian” is confusing. Victoria was England’s
Queen, not America’s, and she lived so long (b.1819, r.1837-1901) that there were many,
many style changes during the years of her reign. The term really speaks to the continued
importance and influence of the British Empire upon the former Colonies.
The journey to an American architecture from an imitation of the motherlands was
a convoluted and complicated one, locally as well as nationally. The earliest settlers in
America used building methods and styles familiar to them from their old world origins,
adapting them to the circumstances and materials available at the time. As with the nation’s
39 Ibid., 600.
40 Johanessen, 7. (Cleveland 1888: Its History and City Government (Cleveland, 1888)
138ff., 170ff.
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European settlers, Cleveland’s early residents brought building styles and techniques to
this area from New England as the Western Reserve was settled and began its evolution.
With few exceptions, the early structures were most likely built for function, not design.
As the settlement grew, the ever-present utilitarian vernacular forms began to be joined
by buildings with some concern for style and the social statement made by the buidings. As
noted above, Cleveland grew rapidly in population and importance. The built environment
in the Western Reserve saw a very similar progression of changes to that of the major urban
areas in the East.

Improved transportation resulted in faster communication of ideas.

Provinciality in architecture was not that large of an issue, especially with the wealthier
members of society who could afford to ship materials, man-power or whatever was needed
to accomplish their structural goals. Because of these factors, as architects and carpenters
from the East began to build in the Greek Revival style, then Gothic Revival, followed by
other revivalist trends, so did those working here in the Western Reserve.
Most of the nineteenth century was an era more of carpenter builders than architects.
The profession was, and remained for some time, populated by primarily the gentlemanarchitect. One needed not only money to study and to travel, but also the leisure time
necessary to become educated and adequately trained. There were no architectural schools
in America at the time and most architects came here from Europe, England and Germany
in particular. The first American architectural schools did not appear until after the Civil
War. They were just beginning to train the native architects whose influence would be
evident at the end of the nineteenth century.
There were, however, published materials such as the builder’s guides mentioned earlier,
pattern books, and, later on, periodicals, which were easily distributed with the advances
in transportation. By mid century, mail order was another growing means of moving items
and ideas across the land in this “…period of final “democratization” of the marketplace
as manufactured goods were distributed to the far corners of the country. The mail-order
catalog and mail-order business activity, with its networks of warehouses at the nodes of
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rail transportation, are the symbols of democracy in the marketplace.”41 As such, “stylish”
buildings were able to be built by the nation’s carpenter-builders as well as by architects.
An early well-known local builder was Jonathan Goldsmith, who came to the area from
Connecticut. His son-in-law, Charles Heard, was also his apprentice. Heard, who later
became a prominent Cleveland architect, “…typified the mid-nineteenth century evolution
from carpenter to master builder to architect.”42 This type of apprenticeship training
remained common into the 20th century and can be evidenced by this statement from a local
architect, Joseph Ceruti, “I started by working summer vacations with my father, a building
contractor…. We worked in many trades—stone, brick, plumbing, landscape, etc. That’s
how I got the architecture bug.”43
A survey of the architects listed in the City Directory from 1837 to 1890 confirms that the
proportion of architects to carpenter-builders remained relatively small.44 This situation
would have been the case during the years the firms of Cramer & Fugman and Fugman &
Uhlrich were active and begins to shed light on their particular status as architects in the
local professional community.
The 1837 edition of Cleveland City Directory listed only 4 architects for Cleveland
and Ohio City combined. In contrast, it listed well over 100 people in various categories
related to building: carpenters, carpenter builders, joiners, masons, etc.45 By studying the
directories, one can gain some sense of the growth and development of the architectural
profession in Cleveland. For instance, there were 9 architects listed at the start of the Civil
War in 1861 and 7 by its end in 1865. The war probably had something to do with the
reduction in number as building would have been slowed. The nation’s centennial year
showed 17 advertising architects. In 1881, the year of Fugman’s arrival in America, 16
41 Leland Roth, American Architecture, Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 2001, 211.
42 Johannessen, 1
43 Joseph Ceruti, “Recollections of Architects and Architecture in Cleveland, Ohio,”
http://architronic.saed.kent.edu/v2n1/v2n1.04, 1.
44 Cleveland City Directory, 1837, 1861-1910.
45 Cleveland City Directory 1837.
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firms were recorded. The number had reached 60 by 1903 when the firm of Fugman &
Uhlrich came to an end.
All building efforts of the mid-nineteenth century were considerably slowed by a financial
depression in 1857. This was followed by the onset of the Civil War which had its own
effects on architectural progress. Building resumed around 1866. During this period of
time, “…numerous changes had occurred in several areas: in the prevailing public taste, in
architectural developments in Europe influencing American taste, in architectural theory,
and in building technology.”46 This era began the transition of American culture from rural
to urban as the nation approached its centennial. Vincent Scully stated that,
This was a self-conscious generation, tormented, as the men of the midcentury had seldom been, by a sense of history, of memory, and of cultural
loss. Vaguely disturbed by the materialism of American culture as they
found it, conscious of a spiritual mission to improve it, at the same time
proud of themselves as a professional class, these architects pursued an
erratic course among the new problems which confronted them, eventually
assimilating the new influences in their own creative way….47
As previously mentioned there were no architectural schools in America until after the
end of the Civil War. Those who could afford it traveled to Europe to study; the numbers were
very few. Richard Morris Hunt (1828-1895) and Henry Hobson Richardson (1838-1886)
are said to be respectively the first and second Americans to receive formal architectural
training in Europe.48 The growing need was becoming more obvious and in 1865, William
R. Ware (1826-1915) was announced to be the head of a proposed school of architecture at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Ware, graduate of a scientific school, had studied with Boston architects and spent
46 Roth, 211.
47 Vincent Scully, The Shingle Style and the Stick Style: Architectural Theory and Design from Downing to the Origins of Wright, New Haven and London: Yale University
Press, 1955, revised ed., 1979, 4.
48 “Henry Hobson Richardson, “First American Architect’,” http://architecure.about.
com/od/greatarchitects/p/richardson.html., 1.
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eight months in the atelier of Richard Morris Hunt in New York City. He followed similar
practices when he opened his own atelier with an engineer, E. S. Philbrick, before going to
MIT.49 Later on, in 1881, Ware started a department of architecture in the School of Mines
at Columbia University (then named Columbia College).50 The architectural program at
MIT was soon followed by others such as the one in the Polytechnic Department of Illinois
Industrial University (now University of Illinois). The proposal for that program was
presented to trustees by Regent John Milton Gregory in 1867. Its first student, Nathan C.
Ricker, arrived on January 2, 1870, received his degree in 1873 and is said to have been the
first person to graduate from an American architecture program.51
In Cleveland, Case School of Applied Science (1880-1947)52 and Western Reserve
University (1884-1967)53 were planned as complementary institutions. “With the support
of Amasa Stone, Western Reserve moves to Cleveland to exist ‘in close proximity and
harmony’ with Case School of Applied Science.”54 This demonstrated the need for cooperation and communication between the arts and science.55 When Case School of Applied
Science began, “…there were only three institutions devoted exclusively to higher technical
education in America- Rensselaer, Massachusetts Institute, and Stevens, all in the East.”56
This seems to indicate that Cleveland was in the front running of technical education,
competing early on with the schools in the East.
Architecture and engineering which develop into independent professions by the 1890’s
were previously very closely allied. However, a separate school of architecture at Case

49 Ibid.
50 Ibid.
51 College of Fine and Applied Arts—University of Illinois, “School of Architecture,”
http://www.faa.uiuc.edu/faa75/architecure.html, 1.
52 “The Schools of CWRU,” http://www.case.edu/its/archives/Units/schools.html, 1.
53 “The Corporations of CWRU,” http://www.case.edu/its/archives/Units/corps.html, 1.
54 Office of the President: Case Western University, http://www.case.edu/president/history/timeline.html.
55 Johannessen, 34.
56 Rose, 434.
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does not come about until 1924.57 (Case Institute of Technology goes from 1947-1967 and
a new Case School of Engineering does not start until 1992.58) Many architects, local ones
included, combined aspects of both disciplines.
Among the local architects who are said to have been “…moving toward an architectural
expression of the possibilities of new structural material…” and innovative design
were Coburn & Barnum, George Smith, John Eisenman and Cudell & Richardson,59 all
contemporaries of Fugman, Cramer, and Uhlrich. Coburn, a member of the Civil Engineers
Club, had the fortunate opportunity to work with Richard Morris Hunt for a period of time
in New York after studying architecture here in Cleveland with Joseph Ireland and working
in Walter Blythe’s firm. 60
Perhaps some of these local men were Case trained. It is not out of the realm of possibility
that Cramer could have attended the Case School of Applied Science before becoming a
draftsman for Joseph Blackburn or simultaneously. Further research is necessary to confirm
or refute this possibility, but is does illustrate the possibilities for local architectural training
that may have been available to Cramer and other aspiring architects. If an architect had
formal education or training, it would have been a definite selling point for the clientele.
Frank (Franz) Cudell had his educational background printed in his advertisement in the
Cleveland City Directory for 1871-71. Cudell had attended the Polytechnic Institute in Aixla-Chapelle.61 This was the same type of school attended by Godfrey Fugman. One might
surmise that the same charisma and prestige associated with Cudell’s education would
have appealed to Fugman’s clientele as well.
As stated above, information about Cramer’s training has not yet been unearthed. One
might speculate that he may have attended some local institute of higher learning and
57 “The Corporations of CWRU,” 1.
58 Ibid., 1.
59 Ibid., 34.
60 “Called Him-The Grim Reaper Takes Forrest Amos Coburn.” The Cleveland Leader,
Thursday, December 2, 1897. n. p.
61 Cleveland City Directory, Classified Business Directory 1872, n. p.
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then entered into an apprenticeship of some sort, perhaps with Blackburn’s firm. Perhaps
he did not receive formal training and followed the same path as his predecessor, Charles
Heard. Architectural genealogies are possible to construct with enough research and
some extant documentation. Whatever his background, Cramer’s stint as a draftsman for
Blackburn speaks well of his talents as Blackburn was one of the more prominent local
professionals.62 This, in turn, helps to give some insight as to Cramer’s professional status
at the time of Fugman’s arrival and his appeal as a partner to the immigrant Fugman.
Careful reading of the biographical information briings out an interesting statement
about Fugman’s education that bears repeating: “Thoroughly technically trained for his
profession, he took a position as leader of works in the establishment led by Mr. Weiser in
Heilbronn, training himself theoretically, as well as practically, as an architect.”63 The key
words refer to self-training as an architect while employed by Mr. Weiser. This implied
that Fugman was most likely educated in the more “scientific” field of engineering which
was so closely associated with architecture at this time. It is likely that Fugman and
Cramer complemented each other, balancing and sharing aspects of both engineering and
architecture and of design and technological issues as did the other prominent local firms
mentioned above. (Cramer left the firm to become part of civil engineering department of
the U.S. government, but here again, was it as engineer or designer?) Fugman’s interest
and involvement in the development of improved building technology would have required
quite a “scientific” sort of background to be successful.
Architecture remained a primarily elitist profession which continued to be dominated by
a few larger firms. These firms attracted the majority of architectural school graduates who
were also still relatively few. The building trades in general continued to grow. In 1890,
36 architects advertised in the business section of the city directory.64 Another indication
of the growth and development of the local architectural profession was the founding of
62 Cleveland City Directory, 1883.
63 Ibid., 231.
64 Cleveland City Directory, 1890.
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the Cleveland Chapter of the A.I.A., also in 1890, of which Cramer was a member. This
would not have happened at this time if the region’s architects were not of a similar caliber
to those who were nationally known. While wealthy Clevelanders also sought out such
nationally known architects for important structures and lavish homes, the majority of
structures were built by local professionals.
Among the major architects represented were Burnham and Root of Chicago,
Richard M. Hunt, Henry Ives Cobb, Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge, George
M. Post, Peabody & Stearns, and George W. Keller. After the turn of the
century, these included Stanford White and Cram, Goodhue & Ferguson.
Architects from Cleveland started coming along Lehman & Scmhitt,
George F. Hammond and Knox & Elliot, began careers in Richardsonian
Romanesque. Schweinfurth (1856-1919) was the first Cleveland architect
to rank with those of national stature. 65
These firms were contemporaries of Cramer & Fugman and Fugman & Uhlrich who built
structures of a similar scale and quality to those usually referenced with regard to these
other local firms.
The last quarter of the nineteenth century had numerous style changes, theoretical
developments and technical improvements whose resultant structures, when added to
the built fabric of the first half of that century, created the richly varied environment that
informed the work of these local architects and others. America was beginning to train its
own architects and its industrial era was at hand.
The period from 1876- 1890’s was one of great energy and optimism for the city.
“January 1 ushered in the National Centennial Year in a carnival of tumult and blazing
lights. As midnight struck, a huge cauldron of oil sent up a mighty flare in the Public
Square, and pandemonium reigned.”66 The source materials are rich with provocative
descriptions of the local atmosphere.
The smoke of prosperity mingled with the odor of hemp and canvas, oil,
and grease as the decade opened. The air was filled with hoarse blasts
65 Ceruti, 2.
66 Rose, 427.
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from steamship whistles, the clang of ships’ bells, and the hoot of tugs
and locomotives. Industry was making men rich. Wealth beyond dreams
was being attracted to Cleveland as factories expanded to meet increasing
demands for their products.67
This was the Cleveland in which Cramer was raised and to which Fugman immigrated in
the early 1880’s. At that time the population was 160,000, one third of who were foreignborn with German as the predominant immigrant population. Older architectural styles
remained and were joined by new structures in new styles. More strictly academic revivals
gave way to eclectic Picturesque styles. The Stick Style, and later the Shingle Style emerged
as elements in a new American architecture.
Technology was changing faster than ever before with rapid advances in iron, steel, fireproof
materials and other important aspects of the building trades. There was a tremendous need
for housing and other structures. New buildings in which to manufacture and distribute
the goods required by the burgeoning population were also in great demand. The answer
lay not with traditional craftsmanship but in the industrialization of the building process.
Mass production and faster transportation were changing America’s built environment.
Information about building was being rapidly transmitted throughout the country via the
printing industry. “The building materials catalog was a critical link in this new production
and distribution system, essential to informing builders, engineers and architects of the
nature and reputation of not just the materials, but the firm itself.”68
Some sense of these aspects of the industry can be gained from the observation of
advertisements in trade periodicals and other published materials. Greater Cleveland
Architecture contains numerous advertisements and testimonials. Even some contemporary
cookbooks exhibited advertisements for building materials, suggesting that the lady of the
house may have had concern and knowledge of such things.69 The clientele was well
informed as to current trends in building styles and materials and frequently played a major
67 Rose, 361.
68 Diana S, Waite, ed. Architectural Elements: The Technological Revolution, 5.
69 Doudeka Recipes. Cleveland: Trinity Baptist Church, 1895, n.p.
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role in the design process.
The last decades of the century seem dominated by the extremely popular Richardsonian
Romanesque style of building with its heavy, rusticated stonework and the ubiquitous round
arch. Variations can still be found all across the country, as well as many of Richardson’s
own buildings.

The Queen Anne, Stick and Shingle styles were popular in domestic

architecture. However, there was an element of change in the wind.
Perhaps the most singularly influential event was the World’s Columbian Exposition
held in Chicago in 1893. Nearly all of the buildings for the fair were classically based.
Like the Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia in 1876, the event was widely attended and
very far reaching in its subsequent influence. The Ecole des Beaux-Arts in Paris became
the ultimate in architectural education. As the previous styles fell from favor, they began
to disappear from the built environment. Victorian architecture became viewed as archaic,
ponderous, even ridiculous, which led to the destruction of many, many buildings.
After Cramer’s departure, Fugman made a wise choice in Emile Uhlrich as his new
partner in 1899. Uhlrich’s French training would have been an extremely appealing asset at
this juncture in local architectural history with the mania for Beaux-Arts style that occurred
after the World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893. American architectural
schools searched for European, especially French trained, architects to teach the BeauxArts style. There is no question here that Uhlrich was trained as an architect. Uhlrich started
his training with Messrs. Berger and Maistrasse, architects for the French government, not
at a polytechnic school. Uhlrich’s personal misfortunes ultimately brought him to America,
perhaps becoming Fugman’s good fortune. Since Fugman was already an established,
respected Cleveland architect by this time, Uhlrich’s lack of local connections would not
necessarily have been a detriment to the new firm. In fact, he most likely brought new
clients to the firm through his earlier experience in Cincinnati as the firm later constructed
several buildings in that region after the turn of the century.
While research has not answered all the questions as to the specifics of the training of
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these three architects, indications seem to confirm that they were all recipients of excellent
training, the had self-motivation to keep moving up in the profession, and were successful
enough to be on the same plane of advertising and promotion as the firms whose names
have remained in local architectural literature for the last hundred years.
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CHAPTER IV
THE FIRMS

Researching older architectural firms is always difficult due to the dearth of available
information. However, the researcher may initially harbor some hope of finding a cache
archival material, perhaps in the attic of a cooperative descendant. In this case, hopes were
dashed when information was unearthed about a fire that devastated the office of Fugman
& Uhlrich.
The fire was discovered by the night watchman before it got out of hand. “Flames could
be seen issuing from the offices of Fugman & Uhlrich, architects, on the sixth floor of the
building. The prompt response of the department prevented a disastrous fire.”70 While
other offices within the structure suffered from fire, smoke and water damage, those losses
were small. Damage to the building itself was estimated to have been between $1600
and $2000.71 Unfortunately for Fugman and Uhrlich, their office was “almost completely
gutted by fire…before it could be extinguished several thousands of dollars worth of
valuable plans and drawings were destroyed. The loss is felt particularly at this time and
as this company has quite a large amount of business on hand.”72 One can only imagine
the frustration and despair at such a loss. The strain put upon the architects and workers in
their firm must have been tremendous.
70 Cleveland Plain Dealer, October 11, 1900.
71 Ibid.
72 Interstate Architect and Builder, October 13, 1900, 7.
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Adding to the mystery, plans for the Seventh Precinct police station that were in the fire
were not touched.
Many of the tracings and blueprints of the drawings were destroyed, but it
appears the fire had no effect upon the original drawings for this building,
inasmuch as it burned the paper all around them, but failed to enter within
the drawings of the building itself…The architects think that it is barely
possible that the fire was afraid to enter within the walls of this police
station.73
According to the article in Interstate Architect and Builder, there were indications that
the fire had been of an incendiary origin, adding to the stress of the interruption of their
work due to the loss of so many of their drawing and blueprints. No official determination
of cause was found in the newspapers or periodicals from that date or shortly thereafter.
There was, however, a humorous touch to the announcement of the opening of their new
offices on the 16th floor of the Williamson Building. “They say that on account of the fire
which destroyed their other offices, they will have no housewarming.”74
Since Fugman continued after Cramer moved on, one might surmise that any records
from the Cramer & Fugman years would have been destroyed as well. And so, the tedious
research continues and the narrative of the firms remains sketchy.

Cramer and Fugman
As previously stated, Cramer & Fugman were listed in the Cleveland City Directories
from 1887-1896.75 Certain observations can be made by a close examination of the entries
for the architects in the business section of the City Directories from 1885-1910 as the
gentlemen move from one room to another or change addresses. Even the type of print used
in the Directories can give small insight. It was obviously more expensive to have one’s
listing in bold print and this speaks to the financial status of the architects and not to their
73 Ibid., October 20, 1900, 8.
74 Ibid., November 24, 1900, 10.
75 Information comes from the Cleveland City Directories. See Appendix B.
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egos. This advertising opportunity seems to have been first available in the 1888-1889
publication. Cramer & Fugman were listed in bold from 1888-1889 through the 1896-1897
issue. The following year, Cramer and Fugman were listed separately and not in bold.
That was the period when Cramer went off to fight in the war with Spain and subsequently
left the Cleveland area.
Cramer and Fugman’s offices were in the same building, the Nottingham Building at 89
Euclid Avenue, but moved around within it over the years.76 They started in Room 22 in
1888-1889, expanded to Rooms 25 & 26 the next year, followed by the addition of a third
room, 24, in 1890-1891. The next year saw a move to Rooms 29, 30 and 31 where they
remained the following year. The entry was for the Cramer and Fugman Co. for the next
two years. In the 1893-1894 Directory Cramer and Fugman are listed separately, Cramer
in Room 24 and Fugman in Rooms 29 and 30. This seems to indicate a separation of sorts
between the two men. In this case, Fugman may have needed more room. However, by
the next year, the architects are listed as being associated with each other. That association
must have been mutually important to have it noted as such in their entries. They remain
“associated” and in Room 30 in the Nottingham Building at 89 Euclid Avenue. One might
surmise that all that moving around related to the amount of business, the size of their
working architectural staff and the relationship between the two architects. It is also
possible that Godfrey Fugman may have needed less space as he had a second office in the
New England Building which housed his technical interests.
Fugman was not only a talented architect, but also an inventor. “In the area of
invention Mr. Fugman has also made a good name.”77

Responding to the need, Fugman

developed a stronger, more fireproof type of multiplex steel plate. As demonstrated by
the office fire, fire became a major issue in the 19th century, emphasizing the urgency for
better fireproofing and effective building codes. Since 1870’s, metal structural frames were
covered with cement, hollow clay tiles or both to make a building more fireproof. Even
76 Cleveland and Its Germans. 1897-1898 edition, 231.
77 Ibid.
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though commercial buildings were mostly
masonry, “fireproofed” metal support
beams could fail at very high temperatures.
Fugman held a patent for a multiplex
steel plate designed to minimize the risk
of fire. Used in floors, walls and in the
bridge building industry, the plates were
manufactured in Canton, Ohio by the Berger Manufacturing Co.78 (Figure 7) There appears
to have been widespread interest in this invention as contracts came from all over the
country for use in a variety of applications.
“Contracts flowing to the company from all parts of the country are the best proof
that the invention is correctly seen as very valuable…The most important architects and
engineers in the country recognize the advantages of the Fugman system, and there is every
expectation that public buildings particularly will use them.” 79 Fugman was president of
the company responsible for the plates. Manhattan State Hospital in Albany, New York,
the courthouse in Kirkville, Mo., and various bridge projects were among those using
multiplex steel plates.80
In addition to the multiplex steel plates, Fugman invented a hollow prism glass which
claimed to be better than the popular and widely used Luxfer prisms. It touted a superior
power of illumination and the ability to hinder freezing and sweating of windows by way
of exchanging heat and cold.81 This decreased chances of rotting the adjoining framing.
Predating the fad of the mid-twentieth century, glass block was also used at the time the
architects were working to add light in floors and sidewalks. Their involvement in such
important developments in the technological area of architecture enhance the theory
78 Ibid.
79 Ibid.
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
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that Fugman and his partners were among the best Cleveland had to offer at this time.
Like most successful architects, they found it necessary to cater to the wishes of their
patrons. At the same time, it was essential to exhibit knowledge and mastery of international
trends. Their finished products were always a good advertisement, or not, depending upon
taste and budget of the client. Greater Cleveland Architecture, the promotional pamphlet
produced by Cramer & Fugman, made great use of not only their carefully photographed
buildings, but also their clients. By exhibiting structures built for the prominent families,
successful businesses and wealthy congregations, the architects associated themselves with
that particular segment of society.
One client, the Leisy family, gained their wealth and reputation in the brewing industry.
The family was of German American heritage which brings to mind the possibility of
connections within that ethnic community. The monumentality and scale of their residence
by Andrew Mitermiler, another local architect, are comparable to structures commissioned
by other wealthy Clevelanders. This is another indicator of the caliber of clients who sought
out Cramer & Fugman and Fugman & Uhlrich to design
and build their important structures.
The issues of clientele and contractors are intriguing.
Word of mouth, advertising and persistent networking are
the most likely methods of acquiring business connections
available to the firms. Long and repeated exposure to the
research materials at hand have led to a strong feeling that
the partners each had their own assets and associations
to bring to the firms with regard to both clients and
contractors.
Occasionally, there is information that is very interesting,
yet somehow confusing. This is the case with an entry for
a Mrs. Molt and her commercial property on Woodland
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Avenue. Dates and buildings didn’t seem to match up with the only available image.
(Figure 9) Rereading, rethinking, and more research brought to light not one commission,
but an instance of obvious customer loyalty in repeat business. There is very little more
complimentary to an architect than to have a client return to commission another building.
Apparently, the owners of the Molt Store were big fans of the architects and had structures
designed by both firms, demonstrating a lengthy business relationship. Cramer & Fugman
were responsible for a frame structure on Woodland Avenue that was destroyed by fire. In
1894, Cramer & Fugman build new brick replacement. In 1899-1900, an addition to the
store was done by Fugman & Uhlrich.
Another example of continued patronage surfaced with investigation of Marting Hall,
built for German Wallace College in 1895-96. It was depicted in Greater Cleveland
Architecture and was an important commission on several levels. The client was German
Wallace College, a Methodist school. Marting Hall was large, expensive and important
stylistically. This project undoubtedly led to the commission for Dietsch Hall built by
Fugman and Uhlrich in 1899. The buildings were similar in stature and style and were both
constructed of Berea sandstone as was an earlier chapel on the same part of the campus.
Fugman was still involved in 1905 when he became the architect charged with renovation
and expansion of Kohler Hall.
Fugman seems a likely candidate for strong German ethnic ties in the business community.
Cleveland and Its Germans, 1897, and the Waechter und Anzeiger Jubliee Edition, 1902,
are filled with names of prominent German-American citizens making contributions to
the growth and development of the city. Both firms promoted themselves in the respective
volumes. Many of these names have surfaced in connection to the architects and their
buildings, either as owner or contractor or working for one of the firms. In addition, Cramer
& Fugman and Fugman & Uhlrich built a number of churches for ethnic congregations, as
shall be seen.
The German-Americans were an important element in the socio-cultural atmosphere of
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Cleveland during the time the firms were active, especially the earlier firm of Cramer &
Fugman. There were numerous social clubs as they were popular across the board, not just
with German-Americans. The brewery industry inspired drinking clubs and beer gardens
were popular. This ties into the Leisy commission again. There was also a brewery in the
Sommer Block built by Cramer and Fugman in 1890. It is also interesting to note that
they were promoting themselves
as “Deutsches Architektern” in the
German newspaper, Waechter und
Anzeiger. (Figure 7)
Researching the project has
created many spin-off research
possibilities, among them this
interlacing network of professional
and social connections having
relevance to the architects, firms,
and their buildings.

Fugman and Uhlrich
The architectural firm of Fugman & Uhlrich had a relatively short, but productive, life
span of around five years, from 1899-1903. After Cramer’s departure in 1896, Fugman
needed a new partner. French-Alsatian heritage and classic Beaux-Arts training made Emile
Uhlrich an especially appealing and timely choice after the 1893 Exposition in Chicago.
The new firm is listed in the City Directories from 1899-1903. From 1899-1900 the offices
were housed in the same building as the previous firm, 89 Euclid Avenue. The address
changes in 1901 after the fire and remains at 1635 Williamson Building until its dissolution
in 1903.
The 1902 Jubilee Edition of Wacheter und Anzeiger comments positively about the
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firm.
Without a doubt, one of the most significant architectural firms is that of
Fugman and Uhlrich, which have its office supplied with all modern comforts
in the Williamson Building….they have always been on the lookout for new
developments in their art….It would take too much room here to mention all
the innovations which have been introduced by Fugman and Uhlrich. In any
case, they were applauded…..All of the buildings mentioned are eloquent
testimony of the ability and good taste of the firm of Fugman and Uhlrich and
have given them a remarkable reputation.82
By the time Fugman was joined by Uhlrich, he had established his own following. One
might suspect that the clientele changed a bit after Cramer left. An interesting observation
made after a perusal of the structures by Fugman & Uhlrich was that the number of
commissions for the Roman Catholic Diocese had increased, eclipsing any other domination
almost to exclusion. There are several buildings for Bishop Hoerstmann on the list. Indeed,
Uhlrich went on to build many Catholic churches and schools. One might suppose that he
was of that religion, his French heritage could support that.
The architects were also concerned with keeping up in the profession with trends and
other issues confronting the building trades. Sometime early in 1900, Emile Uhlrich left
Cleveland for an extended trip to Paris to experience the architecture of the Universal
Exposition of 1900, returning in September of that same year.83 Shortly thereafter, Uhlrich
wrote a fairly lengthy article for Interstate Architect and Builder.84 The correspondence of
nationally and internationally known architects at the turn of the century has been preserved,
if possible, sometimes published and made readily available to those who wished to read
it. To find the actual words of a local architect on just about any subject is a rare thing.
Preservation and conservation of those fragile contemporary sources such as the builders’
periodicals allow the researchers of today the privilege of reading the words of these long
deceased men and women and to discover their thoughts and opinions.

82 Wachter und Anzeiger, Jubliee Edition. Cleveland: Wachter und Anzeiger, 1902, 465.
83 Idid., September 15, 1900, 8.
84 Ibid., September 29, 1900., 11-12.
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Uhlrich felt that the architecture of the Paris Exhibition was essentially French and,
particularly, Parisian. “It is a style expressing the current of artistic tendencies to the last
day before the opening of the fair and possibly a little ahead of that time.”85 Americans had
experienced the influence of l’Ecole des Beaux Arts with the World’s Columbian Exposition
of 1893 in Chicago. The architect implied that Americans were not yet accustomed to this
type of building and that “European artists and connoisseurs understand this style better
than we do. They are, so to speak, growing in the midst of it and even contributing towards
its present tone and characteristics.”86 He felt that visitors from America had common
sense but not much artistic sense when it came to classical influences.
We have been used to boast of the number and extraordinary height or bulk
of our buildings, of the dazzling polish of certain of their granite or marble
adornments and the beauty of the rock-face covering of some of our huge
brick structures. Every town and suburb points with pride to its “fancy
houses” in all sorts of Renaissance, Spanish Gothic, Elizabethan, nineteenth
century, Romanesque and others in incredible mixtures and blends.87
Uhlrich seems to have been very impressed with the classically influenced architecture of
the Paris Exposition which, unlike the affair in Chicago, was scattered throughout the city.
He stated, “The architecture of the exposition seems to be the production of one mighty
governing mind of immense power and infinite capacity for detail.”88 Uhlrich spoke of
variety in unity as the motto of the exposition, declaring that these structures could only
have been designed by those who have been trained at l’Ecole des Beaux-Arts.
Since the revival of classical ideals, this school has defended Grecian
and Roman proportions, interpreting in varied tones with the advance of
ages their scale of harmonies and contrasts until the architecture of the
Renaissance has become at last a National French style, retaining principle
and inspiration with an endless variety of expression. This proves the
liberality of the teachers at the Beaux-Arts….They insist on adhering to the
natural fundamental principles of proportion as understood by the Greeks
and their followers, but they delight in producing new combinations and
effects within these laws and their pupils have shown cleverness almost “ad
85 Ibid., 11.
86 Ibid.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
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absurdo” at the Paris fair…89
Uhlrich also made mention of the increasing use of natural, especially vegetal ornament
in European design. This use of decoration with a more organic sense became a very
important influence in later works by Uhlrich and other well known architects such as
Louis H. Sullivan. Uhlrich wrote of honesty in materials “…iron is always treated as such,
expressing freely its greater elasticity and tensile strength. Wood and sheet metal are never
compelled to sham stone; armored cement is freely used to take its place, but the special
virtues of each material are always respected and they honestly express their duties in the
structures.”90
In addition, Uhlrich made a statement with regard to his patrons in America,
We depend too much on our clients. We hesitate with some reason to try
to educate them and continue right along to give them what they want; a
twentieth century building that looks, at will, like a castle on the Rhine or
a chateau on the Loire, etc. With a thorough early training and a gradual
reform of our office routine that will allow us more time for our real work,
we might apply our efforts as they do in France, toward a rational limitless
style and works that would express our own national genius in mass,
ornament and color.
Perhaps his French heritage and prior architectural training in France played a great part
in his admiration for the architecture produced for this exposition. For whatever reason
or reasons, the influences of the Paris Exposition were seen in the works of Emile Uhlrich
from that time forth, both in works with Fugman and later on his own.
Commentary by the architects on professional issues was published in newspapers
and trade journals. Reflecting their desire to be on the cutting edge, this also denoted the
respectful opinion of their peers. As interest in building continued to boom, many issues
were discussed in the trade literature. Several area architects were interviewed as to their
opinion of the concept of architectural specialties. Interviews with these various Cleveland
architects demonstrated that the topic had been brought up for deliberation, but that on
89 Ibid.
90 Ibid.
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the whole “strict adherence to this idea has few apostles.”91 Emile Uhlrich was one of the
architects interviewed for the article. His comments were as follows:
It is a wise thing for a young man to prepare himself along all lines of
architecture if he is to be an architect. When he is prepared it frequently
happens by accident he will follow in this way or that and it becomes easier
for him, or that he goes into it in one line or another may be entirely and
accident. This is a good thing for the client as the architect then has the
information at his fingertips to give the client and better results may be
accomplished in this one line, but it does not promote the profession.92
Many of the other architects interviewed at that time were of a similar opinion.
It was rather ironic that an article that showed the drawing for the J.L.Hudson Store also
touted the architects as being specialists, a subject previously stated as not conducive to
promotion of the profession of architect. While they became known specialists in church
architecture, the architects were well versed in all types of buildings:
That a firm of architects who make a prominent specialty of ecclesiastical
architecture should at the same time exemplify distinction and individuality
in business architecture, is the versatile showing exemplified in the works of
Messrs. Emile Uhlrich and Godfrey Fugman. Their offices on the top floor
of the Williamson building, located that they can have a view of as many
of their buildings as the enlarged horizon will enable, is a veritable exhibit
of drawings of modern church architecture, interesting alike to layman and
architect. It is the kind of collection that should be loaned at some time to the
Public Library in one of their popular education schemes. These drawings
show that Fugman and Uhlrich have made a name for themselves in this
line, all over the state, and have successfully gained recognition in the face
of keen competition from noted architects in other leading cities.93
Another subject of concern for the architectural profession at this juncture was that
of license laws and standardized code regulations. This time Godfrey Fugman served as
spokesperson for the firm:
A license law for architects would be a good thing and would advance the
91 Ibid., November 10, 1900, 10.
92 Ibid.
93 Ibid., 14.
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profession by keeping unworthy practitioners out, the same as the laws
governing the practice of medicine. The profession is important enough to
be restricted and buildings should not be risked in the hands of any except
those professionally qualified to do the work. A good law would be good, but
it would be of no use if merely passed in order to collect fees and create
offices.94
Once again, the architects interviewed seemed to be generally of a favorable attitude toward
licensing as a means of standardization and insurance of a safe product of quality.
Making great strides with their
business, Fugman and Uhlrich were
involved in many ambitious projects
including

a

very

important

design

competition for Cleveland’s Group Plan
for downtown Cleveland’s Public Square
area. (Figure 10) Inspired by the World’s
Columbian Exposition of 1893, movers
and shakers within the power circles
in Cleveland felt that “the opportunity
of grouping the principal buildings of a
city the size of Cleveland and providing
them with the proper setting in the way
of approaches and other accessories,
has never before come to any city.”95 In 1902, a bill was passed in the Ohio legislature
approving the creation of the Group Plan Commission. Members who were appointed
by the governor had been recommended by the mayor of Cleveland, Tom L. Johnson.
These three men were all nationally known architects; Daniel Burnham, John M. Carrere,
and Arnold Brunner.96 Various plans were submitted by architects, local and otherwise,
94 Ibid., January 26, 1901, 10.
95 Johanessen, 71.
96 Ibid.
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with some variation on location and other details. That the firm of Fugman and Uhlrich
submitted a plan was confirmation of their prominent reputation in the city and a reflection
of conviction for their own idea.
Their proposal suggested an Ontario Street Plan, as opposed to the favored Wood Street
Plan and called for the moving of the Old Stone Church and demolition of surrounding
buildings northward to the lake front.97 Fugman felt that there were not so many important
buildings to be destroyed with their Ontario Street Plan. “Mr. Fugman estimates the cost
would be about the same as the cost of the Wood St. Plan. …Estimates made in Mayor
Johnson’s office show the figures for each site to be about the same. Sentiment in the
Chamber of Commerce has been growing in favor of the Ontario St. Plan and that body
may endorse it.”98 Fugman and Uhrlich did have some other support for a time. “Carrere
& Hastings, the New York architects and landscape artists, sent a letter to Jacob Stephan
indorsing (sic) the plans of Fugman & Uhlrich. Mayor Johnson is reported as saying that
he will favor whatever plan offers the most advantages, provided the cost is not more than
is now figured.”99 In an article from May of 1902, Fugman and Uhlrich wrote to the Editor
of The Interstate Architect in regard to opposition to their proposed plan. “According to
their criticism, our error is in advocating the opening of the Court of Honor into the very
heart of the city, a capital blunder similar to that of the architects of the late Exposition at
Paris, who placed their Porte Monumentale right on the Place de la Concorde, the center
of Paris!”100
This rather sarcastic comment illustrated the continued influence of the still relatively
recent Paris Exposition attended by Uhlrich. Indeed, the style of writing appears to have
been akin to that of Uhlrich’s article about the Paris Exhibition.
Good architecture, like religion, is not a matter of certain times or certain
places; not only a few ought to be benefited by this merger of architectural
97 The Interstate Architect and Builder, March 12, 1902, 10.
98 Ibid.
99 Ibid.
100 Ibid., May, 1902, 38.
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features, but the majority of people, at their maximum opportunities. Let
it be a harmonious “tout ensemble” our friends like that expression) and
not a “tout separe,” as the Wood Street Plan would be. By making the court
house a higher building, on double its present site, (the jail being on top)
it would form a proper pendant to the opposite building and a transition
from the sky-scrapers to the more classical buildings of the group. We do
not condemn the entire city to an everlasting exclusion from the heaven of
aesthetical architecture. Let us make a good start as the head and heart and
let us hope that this salutary contagion may gradually extend to the entire
city…Let us “tout ensemble” pull for a group plan and enough money to
secure a good one. Then let the highest and most expert talent be secured
to select the best location and direct the best execution of so progressive a
project.101
Obviously, the proposal by Fugman and Uhrlich did not prevail. The fact that their
proposal came close to being accepted only reinforces their standing as architects and shows
interest and ability in large scale planning, usually beyond the scope of local practioners.
That they had the wherewithal to create a plan and defend it revealed their belief in their
work, their strength of character and abilities, and their distinction in the local architectural
scene.

Split
What happened between the time of the article praising the team of architects and one
written in Ohio Architect and Builder in September of 1904, remains unknown, but by the
fall of that year the partnership had been dissolved. There appears to have been a lot of
hidden politics in the split and unpleasantness between the partners as can be read between
the lines in the article touting the genius of Emile Uhlrich.
Since the well-known firm of Fugman & Uhlrich has been dissolved, Mr.
Emile Uhlrich is continuing the practice at his new office in the Colonial
Arcade. It was well known that the characteristic work carried out under
the old firm name was designed by Mr. Uhlrich. The business end of the
partnership work, as is often done in the profession, was taken in charge by
the other member of the firm. His experience has been in the better class of
works to which his early training has especially fitted him.102
101 Ibid., 39.
102 Ibid., 20.
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This lengthy article in praise of Uhlrich gave him full credit for many buildings previously
attributed jointly to both: a design for St. Thomas Aquinas; St. John Evangelical on Cable
Street; St. Cyril and Methodius, Youngstown; St. Johannes Independent Lutheran on Harbor
Street/W. 44th; St. Mary’s Church, Marietta; and the Seventh Precinct Police Station whose
plans were spared in the office fire. Interestingly, Uhlrich seemed to have been making
an attempt to show the rest of the architectural community that he was not limited to only
his “specialty,” but could also design any other type of building necessary. He must have
been in a design frenzy to have produced all of the built designs and conceptuals included
in the article. They ranged from school buildings and club houses to banks and hotels,
all displaying Uhlrich’s characteristic Beaux-Arts influence.103 Much research remains
necessary to, scour the printed sources again, reread the newspapers and search the court
records in an effort to determine what caused the dissolution of the firm and why Fugman
seems to have been so decisively removed from any credit. While visual images and
designs were important, sound structural aspects executed presumably by Fugman would
have been essential to the success of any building project.

Solo
Fugman was not nearly as visible a presence after the breakup with Uhlrich. He
continued to practice architecture and to pursue related interests. Another patented invention
(before 1904) by Fugman, created with his friend and architectural sculptor, Jacob Stephan,
demonstrates his interest in early education. His durable building blocks of various shapes
and sizes were intended to teach children about architecture in all styles and to develop
their own creativity. This brings to mind the wooden blocks by Froebel mentioned by
Frank Lloyd Wright in his autobiography.
Jacob Stephan was mentioned previously with regard to correspondence with Carrere
and the Group Plan issue. One might have assumed that Stephan was part of the team
103 Ibid., 20-35.
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employed by the firm of architects, thus explaining this later association with Fugman.
Fugman and Stephan thought that the small wooden blocks “used by many generations
of children were too light in weight to admit of being reared to lofty heights.”104 The toy
blocks were fitted with tiny steel beams to mirror modern building techniques and were
very well received. Sales clerks said that they had never handled an item worthy of more
merit. The partners had great visions for their product, “Within another year, the sets of toy
building blocks will be elaborated to the extent of embodying the Classic, Gothic and other
forms of architecture…The educational potentiality of converting future generations into
capable and sympathetic architects…need not be dwelt upon at length.”105
Fugman also had a short lived partnership with architect Harry Cone106, but there
is very little information about their work together. Fugman apparently continued on his
own, renovating the student dormitory for the German-Wallace College in Berea discussed
previously.107 He also constructed a mixed use commercial and apartment complex on the
corner of Woodland and Willson Avenues for John Rock108
Speculation has it that he may have gone into real estate development, not a far fetched
idea when considering his earlier efforts with the Roland and Victor Blocks on Wade Park
Avenue. Fugman must have owned and built a commercial structure not far from some
of his other buildings in the Wade Park-Dunham Avenue neighborhood. The offices of
another architectural firm, Badgley and Niklas, are listed at The Fugman Building, 6100
Euclid Ave., in the business section of the Cleveland City Directory of 1908-1909.
After his partnership with Godfrey Fugman had ended, Emile Uhlrich went on to design
many structures in his field of acclaim, the ecclesiastical edifice. He was credited with
numerous churches in the area and across the country. Among them were St. Elizabeth

104 George and Rolik, 3.
105 Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1904, 43-44.
106 Ibid., July, 1905, 55; Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1905, n.p.
107 Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 20, 1905.
108 Ibid., July 2, 1905.
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Hungarian
Buckeye;

Church
St.

on

Ladislaus

Church on Holton Ave109 ;
Sts. Peter and Paul Church
in Wellston110; and The
Basilica of Our Lady of
Victory in Lackawanna,
New York111.

He also

designed school buildings
for parochial schools; Our
Lady of Lourdes School on
the corner of Randolph and Hamm Streets112; St. John the Baptist School on Buckeye
Road113; Nativity of the Blessed Mary School on Aetna Road; and perhaps the most
important of his schools and certainly the most ornate, St. Michael Roman Catholic School
on Scranton Road.114 (Figure 11)
The stylistic elements and massing of the buildings done by Uhlrich after the split
seem to be variations on themes that go back to St. Procop for churches and St. Elizabeth
for schools, built during the days of the firm of Fugman & Uhlrich. As an independent
architect,it would require much more research to thoroughly complete the career of Emile
Uhlrich than is presently possible. However, there is information about what is probably
Uhlrich’s most important work, Our Lady of Victory Basilica in Lackawanna, New York.
(Figure 12)
Our Lady of Victory is certainly worthy of a study on its own. Fortunately, the Basilica
109 Ibid, July, 1905; Cleveland Plain Dealer, July 9, 1905.
110 Ibid, January, 1906.
111 Alice M. Pytak, “A Christian Commitment,” Lackawanna, New York, 1986.
112 Ohio Architect and Builder, July, 1905,n.p., Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 13,
1905.
113 Ohio Architect and Builder, October, 1907.
114 Ibid, January, 1906; September, 1908.
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still exists and has had recent work done to maintain it. The
building is significant in a number of ways: as a basilica
and shrine; as a local architectural monument; as having,
at the time of its construction, the second largest dome in
the country; and as the culmination of a style first seen
at St. Procop whose development can be traced through
churches built in Cleveland and across Ohio. (Figure 13)
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CHAPTER V
THE BUILDINGS

Discussion of some of the structures they built will help to demonstrate the strength and
breadth of the abilities of these three Cleveland architects. Like so many other earlier local
architects, they seem to have been all but forgotten, teetering on the brink of obscurity. All
the reasons for this cannot possibly be known. A major contributing factor is the fact that
Victorian architecture fell out of style and was not really popular again until the latter part
of the twentieth century. The destruction of most of their important buildings removed their
work from the visible fabric of the city. Time then will erase them from memory if there
is no documentation. Another, more nebulous influence in their near-extinction may have
an ethnic connection. Something seen as a source of pride in the 19th century, German
heritage became a questionable liability in the minds of some people as the horrors of war
put the Germans in a quite different light here in the United States.
As stated earlier, none of these architects was born in Cleveland. Native environment
and education are very important since all artists are affected by something or someone
beyond themselves, consciously or subconsciously. Although it is impossible to say which
particular architects or structures were influences or prototypes, reasoned speculation can
be made by stylistic comparison. In addition the choice of style often depended upon
the client, perhaps an architectural aspect of keeping up with the Joneses. As a result,
even elite architects had similarities in their work. Comparison of some of the work of
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Fugman, Cramer and Uhlrich to that of seminal American architects of the era such as H.H.
Richardson, Frank Furness, Louis H. Sullivan and the firm of McKim, Mead and White
demonstrates the creativity in their quotations.
The building projects listed in the Appendix seem to fall into four broad categories:
commercial/mixed use, residential, institutional and religious structures. Based on these
building projects, Cramer and Fugman are known to have had thirty-three commercial/
mixed use, twenty-four residential, seven institutional and three religious projects. The
numbers for Fugman and Uhlrich are a bit different: fourteen commercial/mixed use,
sixteen residential, nine institutional and twelve religious projects.115

CRAMER AND FUGMAN

Commerical
The commercial buildings by Cramer and Fugman were in keeping with current popular
styles and materials. There were elements common to some of their structures that might be
interpreted as the stylistic details of their work: rivet patterns; coining and rustication; bond
patterns; structural polychroming designs, massing, etc. Many of their earlier commercial
buildings were made of brick and had a heavy, fortress like feeling about them which was
enhanced by details that refer to medieval styles. The round arched style (Romanesque
Revival) or Rundbogenstil of Germany would have been well known to Fugman, as well
as other medieval styles.
Medieval motifs akin to those used by Fugman and Cramer can be seen in work by Frank
Furness such as the University of Pennsylvania Library (1888-90) and others. The Walker
and Rogge Store; the 12th District Police Station; and the Standard Sewing Company by
Fugman and Cramer (Figures 14-16) exhibit similar details that accentuate the massive and
fortress like feel seen in the Philadelphia armory by Furness (1874, addition 1885).
115 These figures do not reflect the projects that were post-dissolution of the firm of Fugman & Uhlrich but listed in Appendix A.
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The Walker and Rogge Building; The Savarin (Figure 17); The Loew Block (Figure
18); The Commission House for Levy & Stearn (Figure 19); The Weitzel (Figure 20);
and The Wetzel Block (Figure 21); and The Meridan (Figure 22), for instance, have
fanciful turrets and medievally inspired details which were popular in the late Victorian era
before the barrage of Beaux-Arts inspired structures appeared after the World’s Columbian
Exhibition of 1893.
The round, Tuscan-like tower of Mechanics Bank (Figure 23) can be compared to those
of the present day Mama Santa Restaurant on Murray Hill and the more eclectic, but
contemporary to Mechanics Bank, Pearl Street Savings and Loan, Co., architect unknown.
Narrow windows reminiscent of arrow slits in ancient battlements are features common to
Mechanics Bank, Twelfth Precinct Police Station, Euclid Town Hall, Weitzel Block and
Wetzel. Several other structures have similar fortress-like aspects in the massing and share
details such as battered walls, canted and/or corbelled cornices, round arched windows
and square towers: The National Sangerfest Hall (Figure 24); The Central Patrol Station
(Figure 25); Standard Sewing Machine Co.; City of Euclid Town Hall (Figure 26); and Fire
Station No. 16 (Figure 27). Indeed, the square tower of Godfrey Fugman’s own residence
looks very similar to those of the National Sangerfest Hall.
While the earliest commercial structures seem massive and heavy; e.g. Mechanic Bank,
Columbia Bank (Figure 28) or The Produce Exchange Building (Figure 29), that began to
change with subsequent buildings. Materials also began to change as the building industry
responded to various problems and needs with new and better products, such as Fugman’s
steel plates. At this time of industrial revolution, economic necessity made it fashionable
to express structural elements rather than to conceal them. Decorative rivet patterns from
the Sommer Block (Figure 30), Bender Block (Figure 31) and the Vogt Building (188889) (Figure 32) bear some resemblance to this Furnessian example from Pennsylvania
Academy of Fine Arts (1871-76). (Figure 33) Light wells on the façade and east elevations
of the Bender Block are clad in painted sheet metal, another inventive and cost saving use
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of material. (Figure 34)
Light was a crucial issue in building.
Documentation of work by Fugman and
Cramer indicates that some of their earlier
buildings used both gas and electricity.
(See various listings in Appendix) The
architects optimized natural light at the
Bender Block by using windows similar
to the Chicago style and projecting bays
above street level. The light wells of the eastern side elevation bring in more light. The
Bender is also interesting as the building slopes downward from the Market Street façade
to the one on Lorain to encourage drainage. The downspouts were on the Lorain elevation.
One might imagine that had the drainage system functioned and been properly maintained
subsequent deterioration of the cornice level of the Bender Building may not have happened.
The system either had an inherent flaw or was not maintained (or both) and the damage
resulted in removal of the cornice and erosion of the stone on the Lorain façade. (Figure
35 )
There appears to have been increasing interest and development of fenestration, both
at the street level and the upper stories. The Bender Block, 1890, has shallow projecting
window bays in the second and third stories. The Lorain Avenue façade is three bays wide
with much larger areas of window space between the vertical piers of the residual wall
surface. Separating these stories is a flat metal band of plain surface with a decorative
rivet pattern. The third and fourth stories are separated by a course of the building stone.
Windows of the fourth story have no projecting bay form and are also of three divisions.
The eastern elevation of the building also has a concern for increasing the available light
to the interior and seems, by the faceted window bays in the upper level, to have been
anticipating the need for a light well should another structure have been erected next to it.
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The Market Street elevation which faces north is
practically all windows, at that time an innovative
approach to lighting solutions.
The cornice and fenestration of the Bender
Block are much like those of the Haffner Block.
(Figure 36) The Haffner is only three stories tall
and two bays wide, but the second story faceted
window bay, the third floor windows and the almost
identical elements of the cornices would appear to
place its date very close to that of the Bender. The
Sommer Block, also 1890, appears to have had
similar concerns with regard to more windows and
light.
The building’s exterior visual elements reflect their internal structure. The string course
of lighter brick on the southern elevation corresponds to the divisions of the stories and
continues to the façade. The Sommer Building also uses the metal rivet as a decorative
element, a progressive use of new materials in a novel manner. Decorative brick patterns
economically added interest and texture to the surface of the façade. (Figure 37)
The Meriden Block, judging from its windows and other elements would appear to be
from around the same time. (Figure 22) It had an especially interesting corner tower and
an elaborate cabinet type display window in the street level corner below this tower. The
Meriden shared stylistic motifs with The Wetzel; The Weitzel; and the Levy and Stearn
Commission House that were typical of the late Victorian fascination with the romanticized
past and representative of the delightfully imaginative eclectic buildings of the time.
With the Bell Block (Figure 38), the window bays project further from the wall surface.
A metal band divided the stories of the bay, as in The Bender, but instead of a simple
pattern of rivets, there was a raised pattern of leaves, very organic in nature and very
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different from the Bender.

The floral

and vegetal patterns show an increasing
interest in the organic. The southern side
elevation of the Bell building made use of
a similar faceted bay configuration similar
to that of the Bender to capitalize on the
available natural light.
While the five story façade of the Levy
and Stearn Department Store (Figure 39) appears at first glance to be typical of the late
1900’s with the heavy, ornamental window hoods and the elaborate cornice; in reality, it
is quite progressive in the configuration of the display windows. The display windows of
the street level were large panes of glass extending across the façade and created a large,
open visual display area for merchandise. The second story again made use of the faceted
bay to increase display areas and add interest and variety to the design of the façade.
The development of the large display window and other aspects of fenestration continued
and are observable in the buildings of Cramer & Fugman’s successor firm, Fugman &
Uhlrich.
The Vogt Building is also three stories high and three bays wide. (Figure 32) Like
the Bell Block, only the outer bays of the façade have the projecting faceted form. Here
Fugman and Cramer have made use of brick and sandstone in the structural polychroming
and used rusticated quoining to add visual interest. (Figure 40) Most likely a later addition,
the fire escape reflects the growing concerns for safety and for the need for building codes
to address such issues. The building sports a small bronze plaque which contains the
names of the architects. (Figure 41) A similar plaque exists on the façade of The Sommer
Block, but at present is so encrusted with layers of paint as to be mistaken for a brick.
The J.O. Green Carriage Co. (Figure 42) continued the opening of the wall space at the
street level. It had a projecting bay form in the middle of the second and third stories. The
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architects again used structural polychroming.
This was particularly effective in the manner in
which it outlines the very top of the building and
draws the eye upward to the angled corners of the
façade which enhances the tower-like feeling.
Two drawings from Greater Cleveland
Architecture, The Pythian Temple, 1895 (Figure
43) and the Weideman Block (Figure 44)
demonstrate the newer concepts of the tall office building coming out of Chicago and New
York. The elevations are divided into the requisite three parts; base, midsection and cornice.
Fenestration consumes most of the wall space, leaving the parts of the exterior that reflect
the internal substructure. The arched bays of the façade of The Pythian Temple recall other
Cleveland buildings like The Arcade (1900); The Society for Savings Building (1889); The
Garfield Building, (1898); or the New England Building (1896). The proposed design for
The Weideman Building seems to foreshadow the coming of later structures in downtown
Cleveland such as The Chamber of Commerce Building (1898); The Caxton Building
(1900); or The Rockerfeller Building, (1905). The drawing by Cramer and Fugman for the
proposed Weideman Building shows some parallels to H.H. Richardson’s Marshall Field
Wholesale Store (1885-87) in Chicago. The popularity and influence of Richardson was
widespread across the nation and can be seen in other local works as well. Round arches
and heavy ashlar masonry abounded in the Richardsonian Romanesque style.

Some of

these last designs appear to echo the ideas that were germinated in the Chicago School of
architectural thought and developed by well known architects; Burnham and Root; Adler
& Sullivan, etc., and began to compete with the existing, more eclectic architectural styles.
Similarities such as these strengthen the conjecture that local architects were strongly
influenced by those with national reputation.
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Institutional
The firm of Fugman & Cramer did a number of buildings that fall into the institutional
category such as St. John Hospital, several police and fire stations, a town hall, a festival
hall and more. One police station, Police
Station No. 12, has been touched upon in
the earlier discussion of medieval style
details. (Figure 15) Indeed many of its
elements such as crenellations, slit windows,
corbelled brick and battered walls gave it a
solid, safe feeling appropriate for a police
station. It had room for fourteen prisoners
with one cell being large enough to use as a
hospital room. The architects were to have
paid special attention to issues of heating, lighting and ventilation.116
Central Patrol Station No. 1 must have been an important commission for Fugman and
Cramer which again attests to their standing in the local architectural scene. (Figure 25)
Built of vitrified dark buff brick with Lake Superior sandstone for the trim117, there was
some ashlar masonry on the lower portion of the first storey of the two storey main building
and also on the tower form on the left side. The main part of the building was horizontally
rectangular and had four gabled dormers in its roof above the corbelled cornice The lower
storey of the façade is divided into two main areas by four sets of short columns resting on
the lower ashlar masonry portion of the building. There are two sets of double stable doors
between the pairs of columns with a tall doorway in the very center.
The tower to the left of the building is in keeping with the feel of solidity and defense.
It was 14 ft. square and 76 ft. tall. It has a round headed slit-like window on the level of
the second storey, directly above a larger first floor window. Farther up it sports a small
116 Cleveland Leader, Sept. 27 1894, 3.
117 “New Patrol Station No. 1,” Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 17, 1894, 8.
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bardizan on its outer edge. Above that is a metal clock much like the one on Mechanics
Bank. The cornice of the main part of the tower is corbelled. This is topped by a cupolalike structure open on its four sides. “Above the solid masonry of the tower, which extents
fifty-two feet, is a lookout turret twenty-four feet high made of copper with a red tile
roof.”118 There is something about the juncture of the cupola to the main tower and that
does not quite work and makes for a rather awkward connection. Likewise the tower and
main building do not join in a smooth fashion and the dormer on the roof seems too close to
the tower. In addition to being a patrol station the building also had capacity for two patrol
wagons, an ambulance and fourteen horses. “Every modern improvement is employed in
furnishing the stable department.”119 While it was an important commission, it is perhaps
one of their less harmonious designs.
The article in the Cleveland Plain Dealer listed only Cramer, “Architect C. Frank Cramer
has completed the plans.” The same article stated that the front and service room was 38
ft. x 35ft. “…a clear space without posts or other visible supports.”120 This idea of a clear
span without posts was used a lot and attested to Fugman’s engineering prowess and the
strength of new materials.
The National Sangerfest Music Hall on Willson (E. 55th) and Scovill Avenues was another
significant project for Fugman and Cramer. (Figure 24) Working with new technology, the
substantial structure was built with an iron and steel frame that allowed for elimination of
support columns giving a “clear span without posts121 at a cost of $35,000.122 The Inland
Architect article had reported the building was to be 200 ft. x 200 ft. It was either scaled
down or the measurements were a misprint. The building was important also for the events
held there. The scale and scope of two national conventions, the 1893 National Sangerfest
and the 1894 National Christian Youth Conventions attest to that fact.
118 Ibid.
119 Ibid.
120 Ibid.
121 Inland Architect, April, 1893, n.p.
122 Ibid.
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Another German connection can be seen in this building. The National Sangerfest
vocal festival was a big event. This alludes to the importance of the German-American
community to the social fabric of Cleveland and the environs at that time. (Cleveland had
been the site of an earlier festival in 1874. Another large hall was constructed at that time.)
It is interesting to note that one image, a line drawing, appears to have been the official
public relations image as it appeared in multiple publications.123 (Figure 45) An actual
photograph from a souvenir book illustrates a nearly identical perspective and would seem
to have been the source for the line drawings.
One institutional building still exists on the campus of Baldwin Wallace College in
Berea, Ohio. An impressive structure made of Berea sandstone, as are many of the older
buildings there, Marting Hall was built on the campus of what was then German Wallace
College in 1895-96. (Figure 46) This could represent another German connection. It is
interesting that it was erected the year that Fugman and Cramer had separate offices and
were listed as “associated” with each other in the Cleveland City Directory. One article said
that “Godfrey Fugman belonged in
the 1890’s to the prominent firm
of C. S. Cramer.”124 While the
building has been attributed to both
architects, only Godfrey Fugman’s
name is on the cornerstone. (Figure
47) The laying of this cornerstone
must have been a significant event
for the college as can be seen in this
vintage photograph. (Figure 48)
Marting Hall is a four storied horizontally rectangular structure with three prominent
123 Review of Reviews, July, 1894, p. 60; Clevelander Anzeiger, July 15, 1893, n.p.
124 Dr. Norman Clary. “BW’s Architectural Masterpiece,” The Exponent, April 23,
1892, 3.
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gables and a centrally located tower.
The building is done in rough
ashlar masonry with round headed
windows on the third story, a large
round headed arched doorway and
a sort of engaged turret to the left
of the doorway which extends to
the gable. The building could be
said to be in the Richardsonian
Romanesque style so popular at that
time. In his article, Clary said that
Fugman was a disciple of Richardson125, but his sources were not listed and there is nothing
in the current research material to indicate whether Fugman had ever had contact with him.
Richardson had many devotees and so his influence was felt across the nation. The tower
has been said to have been inspired by H. H. Richardson’s Trinity Church in Boston and
that the Marting Hall lion has ties to one by Richardson for the porch for Trinity Church.
(Figure 49) It may have been published by Van Rennslaer or among the drawings held by
the Houghton Library.126
But Clary also wrote that,
Surely Marting Hall, however, is neither inert nor ponderous. Rather, Marting
has strength, solidity, and simplicity, but also its lively vaulting character….
As a building, Marting Hall has to be judged on its own merits and not by
its antecedents….Fugman was no less of an architect for borrowing from
Richardson. On the contrary, this borrowing can be seen as an example of
the natural progression of civilization.127
In 1981 the pipes in Marting Hall burst after a deep freeze and the building had to be
125 Ibid.
126 Jeffrey Karl Oschner. H. H. Richardson: Complete Architectural Works, Cambridge,
Mass., and London: MIT University Press, 1982, 116.
127 Clary.
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closed for some time. In 1989 renovation was completed and the building rededicated on
Oct.13, 1989.128

Most of the original interior was lost, but some of the woodwork and

stained glass that were saved on the first floor serve to give some idea of the original.

Residential
Fugman and Cramer were also prolific in
residential design and construction, building
sophisticated and stylish homes for their wealthy
clients, many in the Queen Anne

style. The George Faulhaber residence (1889) on
Jennings Avenue pictured in Greater Cleveland
Architecture was among the grand homes built
by Fugman and Cramer. (Figure 50) “This is
considered to be one of the handsomest residences
on the avenue…Above the basement not a piece
of soft wood has been used.”129 The interior rooms
each had different kinds of hardwood finishing. The house was heated and lighted by
natural gas.130
Interestingly enough, Faulhaber was one of the many contractors who worked for
the firm131, his specialty being wood. One might surmise that he did the woodwork for
128 Vertical file “Marting Hall,” BW Historian’s Office.
129 Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 10, 1895, n.p.
130 Ibid.
131 The relationships of clientele and contractors are intriguing and could be another study.
Word of mouth, advertising and persistent networking are the most likely methods of acquiring business connections available to the architects. Long and repeated exposure to the
research materials at hand have led to a strong feeling that the partners each had their own
assets in associations to bring to the firms in both customers and contractors. As discussed
earlier, Cramer would have been positioned to mingle with the upper crust of Cleveland
through his military endeavors. His biographic information attested to his social graces
outside the uniform, a plus for any businessman.
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his own house. Working on the
Bedell Memorial Chapel job,
Faulhaber did the seating and
furniture. The question then arises,
if Mr. Faulhaber was involved in
creating seating, furniture and other
interior wood workings for the firm
of Fugman and Cramer, perhaps he
had a hand in the creation of the
interior of the home of C. Frank
Cramer pictured in his book or some of their other structures. (Figure 51) It is known that
George Faulhaber made some of the interior furnishings of Pilgrim Congregational Church
on Starkweather Ave. and St. Stephen Church on W. 54th St.132
Faulhaber’s furniture factory specialized in religious fixtures and was located on Scranton
Rd., not far from the Jennings Avenue home. “Mr. Faulhaber has a well equipped factory
and does an extensive business in church furniture exclusively….He has supplied with
furniture churches in all parts of the country and only recently seated the beautiful Pilgrim
Church on Jennings avenue....His furniture has gained a high reputation for excellence and
fine finish.”133 He also held a patent for “the true curve circular pew back which is so in
demand in the ampitheater style of church edifice being erected in all parts of the country.”134
Faulhaber did the church furniture for thirty-three churches in New York and Brooklyn as
well as forty-two churches in Cleveland. His factory was, at the time, the largest exclusively
church furniture factory in the country.135 This attests to the quality contractors that worked
131 Rev. A.B. Cristy, ed., Cleveland Congregationalists, 1895: Historical Sketches of
Our Twenty-five Missions and Parishes. Cleveland: The Williams Publishing and Electric Co., 1896.
133 Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 10 1985, n.p.
134 Ibid.
135 Ibid.
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with the firm.
Keeping up with the East
Coast, Cramer and Fugman
also worked in the shingle
style, sometimes melding
the two. The duo built their
adjacent homes in Ambler
Heights in the shingle style.
(Figures 52-53) Most of the
homes depicted in Greater
Cleveland

Architecture

seem to have a common stylistic thread in the shingle and Queen Anne elements of their
designs. Residences like “The Snuggery” and “The Eryie” (Figures 54-55) have much
in common with those built by Richardson, Furness or McKim, Mead and White. These
styles were popular across the country and reflected the fact that these architects worked in
the current mode of their times with great ability to create unique and distinctive houses.
While various other residences were built by them, their images are elusive. Fortunately
at least one home has survived relatively intact on the exterior, the Lowery residence.
(Figure 56) Access to the interior was not possible at this time. A somewhat more modest
home than some of the other pictured in Greater Cleveland Architecture, it nonetheless has
a distinctive character and some interesting details like the unusual window on the west
side of the house. (Figure 57)
The architects stayed abreast of the trends in real estate development and speculation
with regard to multiple dwellings such as the double residence for a Mrs. Baeher on Detroit
Ave. and the Adelia and Hannah Apartments. (Figures 58-59) Building was booming and
the city was “…fast becoming metropolitan in regards to its buildings, as evidence we
see new and elegant structures tower up in places where small shanties occupied valuable
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space. These improvements…mark the progress
as well as enterprise of capitalists who have an
eye to good investments.”136 The Hannah was
called “The Best Equipped Apartment House in
the City.”137 It was also popular for its central
location near the business district, its short walk
to all the car lines, and its great view of the lake
on three sides.

Religious
In 1888, the firm, Fugman and Cramer, served
as associate architects for the construction of
First Baptist Church at the corner of Prospect and
Kennard Sts. J.R. Thomas of New York City was
listed as architect of the stone structure with its imposing tower and impressive facade.138
(Figure 60) Whether or not the Cleveland firm participated in the design or in the structural
engineering is not known at this time. It can be deduced that the prominent New York
architectural firm would have needed capable and trustworthy locals of excellent reputation
to be confident in the overseers of an important commission. Here again they were building
in the style of their time as many architects were using the same styles in similar ways.
The Leisy Mausoleum was constructed for the Leisy family who made their wealth in the
local brewing industry. (Figure 61) This would have been another commission where the
clients were in the upper echelons of society and is demonstrative of the good reputation
of the architects. The mausoleum itself was constructed of granite and Massachusetts
brownstone, topped with a copper dome. On the cemetery grounds, this same brownstone
136 The World, Sept. 9, 1897, n.p.
137 Ibid.
138 Inland Architect, June, 1888, n.p.
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was used to construct the administrative offices of
the Riverside Cemetery Association, by Hopkinson.
Unfortunately, the Leisy mausoleum was the victim
of vandalism in the 1950’s when the copper was
stripped from the dome, revealing the concrete
structure beneath it. After much deliberation, in
the 1970’s, the Leisy family decided there was not
enough funds to
endow the mausoleum sufficiently to insure its
upkeep and preservation.

The concrete roof

appeared to be holding on with no problems, but
the family had also been disturbed by vandalism
and desecration in the cemetery. It was decided
that the mausoleum would be demolished. This turned out to be a formidable task, so well
was it built. After digging to a depth of 8 feet, some supporting foundation blocks had to
be left in situ. The granite foundation blocks were then reused as grave markers for the
deceased Leisy family members who were then interred on the site of the unfortunately
demolished mausoleum.139
The Bishop Bedell Memorial Chapel, as the name implies, was dedicated to the third
Episcopal Bishop of Ohio from 1873 to 1889.140 (Figure 62) Bishop Gregory Thurston
Bedell, D.D. was a much loved, respected individual who was apparently in ill health from
at least 1889 until his death in 1892141, as was indicated by newspaper updates regarding
his condition while he was in Europe during that year.142 Built in 1894 at 8415 Wade
139 Conversation with caretaker of Riverside Cemetery on November 30, 2006.
140 Bishop Gregory Thurston Bedell, D.D. < http:/www.episcopal-dso.prg/pages/album/
bishops3.html. l, 05/07/03.
141 Gregory Thurston Bedell. < http://www.famous americans.net/gregory thurston bedell>, 05/07/03.
142 Cleveland Plain Dealer, Feb. 10, 1889; May 13, 1889.
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Park Avenue, the chapel still exists. It must have
been conceived as a jewel box chapel, carefully
appointed in an Old English manner with open
timber work and oak seats on the

interior and a stone belfry. Perhaps the English
influence harkens back to the Anglican roots of the
Episcopalians. The exterior was done in Roman
pressed brick and trimmed in Amherst stone with
a rock finish. A newspaper article from 1894
described it as “combining simplicity with richness.”143
The building is still standing in fairly good shape. However, its appearance was diminished
by the whitewashing of the beautifully patinaed ashlar foundation and stone appointments,
which were later painted a light stone color that is somewhat less glaring. The windows
have been removed for sale and the solid oak door was thrown in the trash for a metal
replacement. The interior woodwork remains unpainted at this time. Unfortunately, the
parish is struggling to keep afloat so the fate of the structure is undoubtedly dire.

FUGMAN AND UHLRICH
By all indications from the sources examined, the first year or two (1899-1900) must have
been busy ones for the firm of Fugman and Uhlrich. (See Appendix) Building in general
had begun to pick up after the financial crash of 1893. Increased interest in architecture and
growth of the profession were exhibited by the number of associations formed and the influx
of new publications regarding the industry, such as Interstate Architect and Builder and
Ohio Builder and Architect, provided those who were interested with much information and
143 Cleveland Leader, Mar. 31, 1894.
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important illustrations, equally valuable
for the today’s architectural historians.
Rules and regulations were becoming more
standardized leaving a helpful paper trail
of newspaper articles, building permits
and other informative documents.
As with the first firm, its successor,
Fugman & Uhlrich, built in the current
styles.

However, styles were changing

along with the increasing popularity of the
Beaux Arts style after the Columbian Exposition. They built many types of buildings from
modest homes to large churches. As mentioned earlier, they became known for their church
architecture.

Commercial and Mixed Use
The works of Fugman and Uhlrich were by no means confined to ecclesiastical
edifices. They were also interested in commenting on items of interest or issues important
to the practice of architecture. They participated in debates and offered up designs for
competitions. Just at the very turn of the century, December, 1899 and January, 1900, two
different drawings were printed in The Interstate Architect and Builder, both for buildings
on the south side of the Square. The new, four story May Co. from the December, 1899,
issue was designed by the architectural firm of Knox and Elliott. 144 The structure was very
different from previous commercial architecture on Euclid Ave. In the January 1900 issue,
a design for a proposed twenty story store and office building for A.F. May and others on
the southwest corner of Ontario and Public Square with Fugman and Uhlrich preparing the
plans. (Figure 63) The building was to have been of steel frame construction. The exterior
walls were to have been terra cotta, brick and stone. “A tower effect will be given to the
144 Interstate Architect and Builder, December 16, 1899, 6.
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four upper stories and the perspective indicates a building
of imposing appearance and interesting architectural
features. Work will begin early in the spring.”145 The
building designed by Knox and Elliott was constructed,
but the larger one by Fugman and Uhlrich was never
erected. Its proposed site became part of the later Terminal
Tower Complex and may have had some influence in its
subsequent design, but no evidence has been found to that
effect.
Among the commercial buildings by the firm were
the Krause Furniture Company on Euclid and East 59th
Street146, the Monreal Brothers Funeral Home on Superior
Avenue147 Figure 64), The Winton Automobile Co. on
Huron Avenue148 (Figure 65), and the J.L. Hudson Store
at 327 Euclid Avenue.149 Their commercial buildings
continue the development of the display window and the
use of more open spaces made possible by the use of steel
in construction.
Uhlrich remained current with important European trends while working in the firm.
After attending the Paris Exposition of 1900, he wrote,
The structural steel work has everywhere been treated by the curved artist….
the special virtues of each material are always respected and they honestly
express their duties in the structures…The use of natural, especially vegetal
ornament has become very liberal in Europe and, in Germany, perhaps more
than in France, has the new style we might call the “celery fad” found many
145 Ibid., January 16, 1900, 7-8.
146 Ibid., Interstate Architect and Builder, August, 1903, n.p.
147 Cleveland Leader, September 10, 1902, .n.p.
148 Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 28, 1903, 4.
149 Interstate Architect and Builder, January 4, 1902; January 25, 1902; Ohio Architect
and Builder, June, 1903.
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adepts…150
America’s great proponent of the organic and of form follows function was Louis H.
Sullivan. Similar use of elements can be seen in the J. L. Hudson Store on Euclid Avenue
by Fugman and Uhlrich (Figure 66) and Sullivan’s Bayard Building (1897-99) in New
York City. In both instances, clustered columnar supports of the exterior arches extend the
full length of the façade and terminate in a flourish of vegetation filling the spandrels in this
celery effect. Such Art Nouveau structures were rare in the Mid-West.
By far the most innovative and important of the commercial buildings was the J.
L. Hudson Store mentioned above. Built in the
Art Nouveau style, this terra-cotta commercial
structure was “a new business type.”151 Using
their background in church architecture, the
architects were said to have “sought to embody
the large ideas typical in church architecture to
modern business problems and have in this a
Renaissance type of boldness and freedom.”152
The entire façade had been conceived of as an
arch, “outlining the inner scheme of large window
exposure artistically, and being emphasized by
being traced in electric lights.”153 This particular
design was reflective of Uhlrich’s trip to the Paris
Exposition in the Renaissance details, the more
organic details in the spandrels of the arches and the cupola-

150 Emile Uhlrich, “Architecture of the Paris Exposition,” Interstate Architect and
Builder, September 29, 1900, 11.
151 Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903, 15.
152 Ibid.
153 Ibid.
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like feature on top. The overall shape
and feel of the large, encompassing
arch was similar to the arches in the
bays of the side aisle walls of St.
Procop Church which was built by
Fugman & Uhlrich.

Institutional
The architects also built
several buildings that fall into the
institutional category: Dietsch Hall (Figure 67), South Euclid Town Hall (Figure 68),
Seventh Precinct Police Station (Figure 69), German American Club House, South Brooklyn
Town Hall (Figure 70), a dormitory, and several parochial schools. South Brooklyn Town
Hall remains standing but has been very severely altered.
The only other extant structure in this category is Dietsch Hall (1899) on the campus
of German Wallace College, now Baldwin Wallace College in Berea. (Figure 71) The
commission was undoubtedly brought to the firm via Fugman’s work on Marting Hall,
located nearby. Money to build the hall was donated by Michael and Lydia Ann Dietsch, a
prosperous farmer and his wife after the husband had a dream telling him to sell off some
property to fund the project.154 The building served as a women’s dormitory for 30 years
before it became an administrative building. Early in its life as a dormitory, room prices
ranged from 75 cents to $1.50 according to location and size. Another $1.50 bought use
of an electric iron for the semester.155 In 1978, pipes burst after freezing and flooded the
building. It was closed and there was discussion about demolition.156 However, in 1990,
154 Angela D. Chatman. “Historic Building Gets Facelift from College,” Cleveland
Plain Dealer, November 3, 1990, 4.
155 Ibid.
156 Costa Rodis. “Dietsch Faces Permanent Closing,” The Exponent, Februrary 7, 1978.
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increase in enrollment led to a
demand for space which led to its
renovation.157
Built of rough faced Berea
Sandstone

like

Marting

Hall,

Dietsch Hall is three stories tall
with a full basement that is partially
raised to allow for the windows to
light the interior spaces. (Figure
72) The third story is contained within the steeply pitched roof with gables and dormers.
The roof has an unusual flair at the eaves which is repeated on the roofs of the dormers. The
architect’s drawing shows pointed finials on the outer gables of the façade. The gables and
dormers along with other details give Dietsch Hall a sort of chateauesque feeling whose
design was most likely influenced or completely designed by Uhlrich with his French
heritage and training.
The horizontally rectangular façade can be visually divided into five areas and is very
symmetrical. The two outer bays, if you will, project forward creating a pavilion like form.
The other three sections comprise and entrance flanked on either side by bays with double
two over two windows. The area of the entrance has many interesting details. This bay
extends from the ground level up through the central gable that rises above the roof line
behind it. After several steps one arrives at the doors which are the lower part of a large
lancet opening that extends to the lower half of the second story. There is a row of smaller
lancets topped with a sort of rose window containing a leaded glass quatrefoil. Leaded
glass fills the rest of the spaces in that area of the lancet form. Two smaller lancet windows
flank the door area. These windows, along with two engaged columns that rise from the
top of the first story to the gable at the top create a visual separation that sets the central
157 Chatman.
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area apart from the rest of the building. It is a fine example of the imaginative eclecticism
of the late 19th century.

Residential
To date sixteen residential structures by Fugman and Uhlrich have been documented.
Unfortunately, there is almost no visual documentation. This makes it difficult to have much
to say. One might assume that the quality of their work and the status of their clientele
remianed high in this aspect of aarchitecture as well. However, there are several interesting
examples to note and some observations to make. The estimated costs for the buildings
ranged from $2500 and up. Cramer and Fugman built the previously noted Lowery house
for $3000 in 1891, not huge house but a substantial one. This could give some vague idea
of what could be had for that amount of money.
As with the previous firm, the architects built apartment buildings and double houses
as the interest in real estate development continued to increase. Fugman himself had the
Victor Apartments (1899),158 the Roland Block (1900)159, and an addition that connected
the Victor Apartments to the new Roland Block adjacent to it.160 (Figure 73) The buildings
were named after Fugman’s sons. Together the two blocks had five stores and one suite.161
The architects also built and designed other apartments like the one proposed for Handy
Street that was apparently not constructed. (Figure 74) The estimated cost of the proposed
apartments in 1899 was $20,000. It was to have had an exterior of buff brick with marble
trimmings. The interior was planned to be finished in cherry, pine and patent plaster. The
heating was steam and the lighting was a combination of gas and electricity.162

158 Interstate Architect and Builder, September 8, 1900, p.6.
159 Ibid.
160 Ibid., July 21, 1900, n.p.
161 Ibid., June 16, 1900, n.p., September 8, 1900, n.p.
162 Ibid., April 15, 1899.
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Religious
As mentioned earlier, the firm of Fugman & Uhlrich gained a reputation for their
church architecture. During their first two years, this dynamic duo worked on diverse types
of religious buildings: more monumental sacred structures such as St. Francis and St.
Procop and smaller churches, e.g., St. Johannes Independent Evangelical Church or Zion
Evangelical. Sources also demonstrated their work with a large variety of materials as well
as the use of innovative features like patent plaster or steel trusses, electric lighting, and so
forth.
Continuing in the Germanic vein, early in 1899, Interstate Architect and Builder printed
a small notice in “Among the Architects” that Fugman and Uhlrich were to sign a contract
for German Lutheran Church. This was probably the beginnings of preparations for the
construction of St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church on Cable Ave. In the March 35,
1901, issue of that same periodical was the notice that the architects were “preparing plans
for a fine brick church…for St. Johannes German Lutheran Church on Cable street….The
construction will be modern in every respect.”163 The “first spade of earth was turned over
for the erection of the church” in the summer of 1901.164
It had taken the parishioners and pastor of St. John’s many years to acquire all the
necessary land on Cable Avenue and to save enough money to erect this new church of
brick with stone facing on the property.165 And so, “it was a joyful festival when on the
ninth day of March of the following year the congregation could dedicate its temple to
the service of the Lord.”166 The jubilee book made reference to a newspaper article that
described the dedication in detail and left future generations a vivid description of such a
festive service at the turn of the century.
163 Interstate Architect and Builder, March 25, 1901, 32.
164 The Jubilee Committee. History of St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church, Cleveland, Ohio, 1878-1928. St. Louis, Mo.: Concordia Publishing House Print., 1928, 41.
165 Ibid., 36-41.
166 Ibid., 41.
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Nearly twice the number of people which the church was built to accommodate
crowded into the new edifice of St. John’s Evangelical Lutheran Church, on
Cable Street near Broadway, yesterday forenoon to witness the dedicatory
exercises of the new church building. The seating capacity of the structure
is 1,200, and it is estimated that at least 2,000 persons entered the church.
They crowded the seats, aisles, and stairways, and even the vestibule was
jammed. The new church is considered almost a model meeting house. The
cost was $25,000….An attractive musical program was rendered, selections
on the new organ being a feature. The interior of the church is prettily
frescoed and decorated, and beautifully stained-glass art windows add to
the general effect. The acoustic properties of the auditorium are declared
to be excellent.167
Interior images reveal the use of steel columns which reduced the number of necessary
supports, thus opening the interior space. A photograph from the jubilee book of 1928
shows a stone-faced building. The book also describes the church as having been built of
brick with stone facing. It would seem that the original finish of the edifice was of brick
that was later refaced with a new concrete product cast to look like stone, a possible aspect
of the history of the building not noted in the jubilee publication. It is difficult to determine
for certain due to the poor quality of the microfilm reproduction, but it appears from the
drawing attributed to Uhlrich that the exterior of the church was brick with stone trim.168
St. Johannes Independent Evangelical Church on. Harbor Street/W. 44th Street was
also begun in 1899. Built for another German parish, its estimated cost was $11,000. The
structure was built of brick with stone trim and was also Gothic in style.169 (Figure 75) The
façade was quite decorative in a subtle way, a certain rhythm was achieved in the patterning
and placement of the windows with their pointed arches. The church no longer sports the
elegant spire shown in the architect’s drawing, perhaps it was never constructed. In 1901, a
drawing of St. Johannes Evangelische Kirche was printed and was accompanied by a brief
description of the building which was already under construction. The seating capacity was
given as around 800, the estimated cost as $18,000 and the architectural style as English167 Ibid., 41.
168 The Ohio Builder and Architect, September, 1904, 24.
169 Interstate Architect and Builder, June 3, 1899, 11.
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gothic. It was to have been steam heated
and gas lit with entertainment and Sunday
school rooms in the basement. The church
was also to be wired for electricity should
the members decide to change lighting
methods.170
Here the architects innovatively used
steel supports and an inclined floor
to create a Sunday school underneath
and an ampitheater-like preaching hall
above. Fugman and Uhlrich made use of
the supports in order to open up the space for worship. “Calculated to be a permanent
embellishment to the cathedral architecture of Cleveland…St. John’s church will present
a novel feature in cathedral architecture in that its floor will incline after the fashion of the
floor in a theater.”171 In this case, the main floor was several steps up from the vestibule. A
protestant preaching hall church, its floor sloped down to focus on the pulpit. The vestibule
was divided into two separate areas, one for males and one for females as separate access to
Sunday school spaces underneath the raised floor. Although the interior has been painted
somewhat garishly, it appears to be otherwise intact and of a half-timber style. Opalescent
windows depict various religious symbols common to protestant sects, e.g. white lilies.
The adjoining residence for the pastor is now gone, but the church appears in relatively
good condition without extensive or negative changes. However, as is the case with many
near west side churches, much of the surrounding housing stock has been destroyed to
make way for the freeway, eliminating the homes of the parishioners, carrying them out to
the suburbs and isolating the church structure.
Fugman and Uhlrich began another German church in 1899. Zion Evangelical Church
170 Cleveland Plain Dealer, March 2, 1901.
171 Ibid.
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was located on the corner of Superior and Aaron
Street/E. 36th. (Figure 76) The church was built
of pressed brick with stone trim and a slate roof.
It also employed the latest in steel trusses. The
estimated cost was $10,000. A rather small church
of 52 by 87 feet, it incorporated an older church.
According to a newspaper article, “the front of
the old church will be torn out and replaced with
veneered brick. The auditorium of the church will
be of the amphitheater style. Large rolling doors
will separate the new and the old church, so that
when necessary, the entire church can be used for services.”172 The total seating capacity
was about 700. The church also provided living quarters of four rooms for the janitor.
The pastor, Rev. Miller/Muller had hoped to have the structure paid for by the time of its
completion “leaving the congregation entirely free from debt as it is now.”173
In 1913, the church property was purchased by St. Nicholas Croatian Byzantine Catholic
Church for $20,000. The new Catholic occupants remodeled what were for the Zion
Evangelicals the two separate sections used for church and school. The Sunday School
section was turned into a sanctuary and sacristy and the other redone to be the nave of
St. Nicholas Church.174 The last service was held on November 5, 1972 and it was then
demolished to make way for a new structure designed by architect Berj Shakarian. “ ‘Out
with the old and in with the new’ was the new motto of the St. Nicholas community in
the two years that followed.” 175 Unfortunately, this is the motto of nearly all Americans,
much to the detriment of buildings of age and character and the scholars of architectural
172 The Cleveland Leader, April 22, 1899.
173 Ibid.
174 Saint Nicholas Croatian Byzantine Catholic Church, Dedication Souvenir Book.
Cleveland, Ohio, April 13, 1975, 8-9.
175 Ibid., 12-13.
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heritage.
Yet another project for a German church
by Fugman and Uhlrich began in 1901.
The Cleveland Plain Dealer, September
24, 1898, printed a drawing of the proposed
St. Francis Church (Figure 77). The text
that accompanied the drawing offered
much information about the design and its
sources. (However, the spelling of names
and places was not consistent with what
is now the preferred anglicized spelling;
i.e., Spires/Speyer, Mayence/Mainz.) The
church was to be modeled after specific
European prototypes of “pure style of
the Rhenish-Romanesque of the twelfth
century. St. Francis’ church will be almost
a counterpart of the Church of the Holy Apostles at Cologne. Its similarity to the wonderful
churches of Spires and Cologne will readily be recognized by those familiar with the best
religious architecture of those cities and of Mayence, Worms, and Loach.”176 The architect,
a life long friend of the pastor, Rev. Francis Metternich, was listed as Kremer, but there
was no architect with that spelling in the City Directories. It is likely that he lived in
Germany as the drawings were reportedly made in Cologne.177 Metternich “…planned a
church which would be as beautiful as any of the historic churches on the continent.”178
Whoever designed the church of St. Francis, the architects in charge of the construction and
design of interior were indeed Fugman and Uhlrich. One could be tempted to think that the
176 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 24, 1898.
177 Bernice R. Krumhansl. “Centennial History of St. Francis,” 3. From vertical files at
Diocesan Archives.
178 Ibid.
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German connection to Fugman and Cramer and perhaps the initial design helped land that
particular commission for the new firm of Fugman and Uhlrich.
The moving force behind the building of this church was without a doubt Fr. Metternich.
Brought to St. Francis parish in 1894 by Cleveland’s new Bishop, Ignatius of the East End
this lends even more credence to the German connection to Godfrey Fugman. (Metternich
was said to have encouraged other ethnic groups in that area to establish their own parishes.)
Metternich appears to have been a forceful personality with a more than healthy ego. He
was from the noble house of Metternich in Cologne. Krumhansl wrote that the old Germans
described him in many ways: big and tall; handsome and proud; grandiose, magnificent,
egregious; too big for his britches; a presence, very autocratic and authoritarian.179
His background and character undoubtedly helped him in his fundraising efforts.
Contributions even came from Germany, most likely from the aristocratic family and
friends of the former Baron Francis Metternich who financed the major portion of the
church. Some believe he used his inheritance to finance a monument to himself in the new
world.180 Metternich also raised and saved money from the parishioners and began the
construction of the new edifice in 1901. This priest was very economically minded and
would not have even begun construction unless he had at least half of the necessary sum
of money.
Fortunately for Metternich and his flock, an almost miraculous opportunity presented
itself. The old Post Office was being demolished to make way for the new Federal Building
on Public Square in the same year St. Francis Church was begun. (Figure 78) The fine cut
stone of the old building was available for the taking which was just was F. Metternich
and his parishioners did. Wagonloads of these stones were hauled by horses out to the
construction site on Superior and E. 71st and, by 1903, the shell of the church was enclosed
and the first Mass said. (Until the upper church was completed, a basement church served
some 600 people.) The dollar figure of savings represented by this windfall was not given,
179 Ibid.
180 Ibid., 4.
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but it was certainly enough to assure
that Metternich’s start-up costs had been
covered, insuring rapid completion of the
structure.181

Use of these “stone-faced

courses” of recycled Berea sandstone,
also called Buff Amherst Stone, earned
St. Francis the nickname of “Post Office
Church.”182 An inner wall of brick was
added to thicken and support the outer
walls. The church was dedicated on June
26, 1904.183
A Plain Dealer article gave details for some of the proposed specifics of the church
building. It was to have been 166 ft. long, 66 ft. wide, 72 ft. tall (distance to the main
ridge) with 170 ft. twin towers. Krsumhansl stated that the towers were 150 ft. tall.184
Another source said that they were 130 ft. tall.185 There were shutters on the open windows.
The right tower was the bell tower. On top of each steeple was a copper cross hand crafted
by Joseph Derwort Sr. who was a tinner for the Schwertner Tinning Co. The crosses were
a gift from the Dewort family and another family who were parishioners.186 A liturgical
innovation was the baptistery. It protruded from the west side of the vestibule and was
conceived of as a separate building. A statue of St. Francis stood atop the baptistery roof.187
181 Personal Files: St. Francis Church. Research gathered from Universe Bulletin files
and Diocesan archives.
182 Joseph T. Hannibal, Guide to Stones Used for Houses of Worship in Northeast
Ohio. Cleveland: Sacred Landmarks Partnership of Northeast Ohio. December, 1999.
<http://urban.csuohio.edu/research/pubs/stone/st.francis.html>, {accessed June 13,
2003].
183 “From Haven to Home, from Holocaust to Hope,” 13. From vertical files at Diocesan Archives.
184 Krumhansl, 4.
185 “From Haven to Home,” 13.
186 Krumhansl, 3.
187 “From Haven to Home,” 13.
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“The exterior of the structure is wholly pleasing, the triple arched entrance, richly carved,
being especially effective.”188
Details of the interior proposed a design that was “…particularly handsome. The pillars,
etc., will be of marbleized iron, affording a richer appearance than stone. Especial attention
will be paid to the thorough lighting of the edifice. Its estimated cost is $65,000.”189 That
cost rose to over $100,000.190 Seating capacity was to be 1300.191 Use of iron and steel
and the reference to adequate lighting reflected the architectural innovations employed
by Fugman and Uhlrich in the construction of St. Francis. The interior space was opened
through use of structural steel with the teardrop pendants replacing the columns that
were previously necessary for structural support before the use of metal superstructures,
thus eliminating the side aisles and creating an open expanse. “For a church of its size it
was remarkable because it had no pillars. Steel beams traversed the nave.”192 The steel
rafters also supported the heavy slate roof. The floor of the Church was sloped toward
the sanctuary to afford better viewing. Much of the church furniture “…the heavy oaken
altars and pews, the organ, the statues and the stations which are in relief…were imported
from Germany.”193 An unusual image from before 1910 shows the interior before it was
finished. (Figure 79)
The interior of the church is surprisingly spacious and beautiful. Perhaps
it is the clear white light, unsoftened yet by stained windows. and the
unrelieved white reaches of wall and ceiling, untinted yet by the fresocer’s
brush that produces the restful sense of wide and open spaces. The effect
of the unfinished state of the church is rather agreeable than otherwise. It
brings out with striking distinctness the really fine lines of the building, the
clear curve of the arches, the uninterrupted length and height of the nave,
the temperate and artistic use of decoration.194
188 Catholic Universe, June 1, 1904, n.p.
189 The Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 24, 1898.
190 Catholic Universe.
191 Krumhansl, 3.
192 Ibid.
193 Catholic Universe.
194 Ibid.
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Unfortunately, the church was destroyed on December 2, 1970 when a disgruntled,
recently evicted man set his former apartment building on fire.195 (Figure 80-81) Heavy,
gusty winds blew sparks from the burning building diagonally across the street to land on
St. Francis and set it on fire. The winds fanned the fire and soon “…engulfed everything
burnable inside the church in a very short time and literally consumed everything but the
walls.”196 The church was a total loss. It was immediately condemned by the city because
the fire had weakened the towers which created a safety hazard. “The workmen who
demolished the church will attest to how well constructed it was.”197
Fugman and Uhlrich received
another commission for a sacred structure
in 1899. Perhaps the best known building
by the firm of Fugman and Uhlrich is St.
Procop Roman Catholic Church (18991901) on West 44th Street. This time the
parishioners were Bohemian, not German;
close geographically, but not the same
ethnic group. The design and construction
of St. Procop Church was one of the most important achievements of their careers. (Figure
82) It represented a distinct departure from the ever popular Gothic style churches,
employing a combination of Renaissance and Byzantine elements with new and innovative
structural engineering techniques.
Uhlrich‘s Beaux-Arts training and French heritage are obvious, supporting suggestions
as to his role as designer. He was undoubtedly inspired by his trip to the Paris Exposition
of 1900 and earlier exposure during his years of education. Since Emile Uhlrich was from
France, it would not be unreasonable to think that a European prototype was found in La
195 Krumhansl, 4.
196“From Haven to Home,” 30.
197 Ibid., 35.
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Basilique du Sacre Coeur, begun in
1875, on Montmartre in Paris, a city
home to the influential l’Ecole des
Beaux-Arts and Uhlrich’s own alma
mater l’Academie de Paris.198 The
exterior composition of St. Procop
shows great resemblance in the ovoid
shaped domes of the facade towers
and crossing. Fugman, as engineer,
designed the support systems for
the heavy domes. Architects across
America were also responding to
the popularity of the Beaux-Arts
building styles displayed at the
World’s Columbian Exposition of
1893 in Chicago. St. Procop married
these broader influences with Uhlrich’s personal sense of design and Fugman’s technical
genius and created a new church style for Cleveland.
The west side Bohemian parish purchased four lots on Burton Street for $3200. Finally
becoming organized, they were “placed under the patronage of St. Procop who was patron
of the tillers of the soil and manual craftsmen, occupations followed by many of the Czech
immigrants.”199 A two story frame structure that served both as school and church was
erected in 1874. At a meeting on January 14, 1899, plans to construct a new school were
thrown out and replaced by plans for a new church building. The combination church/
school was moved from the corner of Trent and Burton to Newark Avenue to make way
for the new church. “One of the most beautiful churches in Cleveland, erected at a cost of
198 Ohio Builder and Architect, September, 1904, 20.
199 St. Procop Church Centennial, 1874-1974. Souvenir Book, Cleveland, 1974, 37.
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$92,000, St. Procop’s Church was dedicated on July 4, 1903, the feast of St. Procop.”200
Estimated cost of the structure in 1899 was listed at $30,000201 and at $60,000 in
1900,202 quite a jump in cost, but still not close to the actual, post construction figure. One
can only imagine how these increases affected those in charge of parish finances. The
cost gives an idea of the fine quality of materials used and of the craftsmanship involved
in all the various aspects of interior and exterior decoration. Overseeing such an involved
project would have been a very complicated process of getting bids from many different
contractors for all the various elements from the brick and stone work of the exterior to the
iron and steel trusses of the dome to the combination gas/electrical lighting systems, and
so forth.
Instead of the customary massive stone wall construction, Fugman and Uhlrich employed
a steel frame fitted to a concrete foundation.203 The structure was cruciform in plan and
marked the crossing of nave and transepts with “ …a lofty dome, the long member of the
Latin cross flanked by two towers, and the apse pointing (as it should) toward the east.”204
The architects were able to maintain the elements necessary for correct liturgy and still
introduce modern improvements. The 60 foot span of the dome was clear. Roofs, dome
and towers were also constructed of steel in order to minimize the spaces above the vaulting.
“Even the weight of the dome is transmitted to bearing points without the 60 foot span, and
is, through Z-bar columns securely anchored to concrete foundations.”205 When planning the
height of the nave, acoustic properties of the space were taken into consideration and were
said to be “enhanced by the gentle undulation of the vaulting, and the low position of the choir
gallery and the organ; the open narthex below acting as a sounding box.”206 A longitudinal
section drawing was created by the architects in order to give clarification to bidding
200 Ibid., 37-41.
201 Interstate Architect and Builder, April 22, 1899, 4.
202 Ibid., February 24, 1900.
203 Ibid.
204 Ibid., December 29, 1900, 14.
205 Ibid.
206 Ibid.
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contractors as to the various
needs for construction of
the dome and ceilings.207
(Figure 83)
The church was built
of Berea sandstone, also
known as Buff Amherst
Stone. The majority of the
stone is rock-faced and set
in courses. Stones of the
façade are set in alternating
courses of thick, rock faced bands and thinner smooth cut bands, creating textural interest
in the façade. The steps of the church are also sandstone, but the columns and inset panel
above the portal are of pink granite.208 Said to be a combination of Renaissance and
Byzantine styles, the exterior exhibited more Renaissance details than Byzantine, although
the capitals of the pink granite columns of the façade have eastern inspiration. The blending
of Italian and Byzantine trends symbolized the Czechoslovakian culture which was shaped
under European and Near East influences.209
Byzantine influence was perhaps more readily seen on the interior of St. Procop Church.
(figures 84-85) The rich dark colors of the walls, the painting styles of the figures and other
smaller details which recall the mysterious east were aptly incorporated into or placed
alongside of the overall, more Renaissance appearance of the church. “The floor of the
nave is inclined toward the sanctuary, which is enclosed by a communion rail of marble,
on a line with the transepts. The attention of the audience is attracted here by the splendor
207 Ibid.
208 Hannibal, St. Procop. [Accessed June 25, 2003]. Universe Bulletin Files, 1978.
The Interstate Architect and Builder, December 29, 1900, 14.
209 Personal Files: St. Procop. Research from Universe Bulletin Files, 1978.
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of the decoration, and a fine perspective, accentuated by optical effects entirely orginal.”210
While the arches under the dome were large and elliptical, they decreased in size toward
the center of the sanctuary to guide the focus to the high altar. Use of different colors of
marble and faux marble finishes created a varied and rich appearance on the interior. The
rich saturated color of the predominantly red interior walls and warm hues of the wood
recall the interior of Richardson’s Trinity Church (1872-77) in Boston. The arches of the
interior nave walls at St. Propcop resemble the exterior arches of the J. L. Hudson Building
in the broadness and curve of the arch.
Lighting was a mixed bag at this time; gas, electric or combination lighting. “Its
lighting facilities are not on the ordinary plan and will give parishioners some new ideas
in this direction. The lighting being so arranged as to confine its glare to the sanctuary
and apse.”211 ”On the circular wall beyond the colonnade [around the sanctuary] will be
painted a heavenly apotheosis that will be illuminated by skylights. No light will glare
in the eyes of the audience and still the focus of their attention will be resplendent in a
mysterious glory.”212
The drawbacks of electric lighting at that time were readily apparent and obviously steps
were taken to correct the glare problem created by the harsh light of the bulbs. To outline
arches and other architectural elements with rows of electric light bulbs seemed to be au
courant. “At night services will be even more magnificent. Invisible incandescent lights
will illuminate the sanctuary and the dome, while the main arches and the architrave of the
dome will be outlined in electric lights.”213
Every aspect of design and function in the church was considered in the planning.
“Attention has been paid to all such details that often mar an otherwise clever plan. The
radiators are situated in recesses under windows, the electric light fixtures located in the
center panel of pilasters, the fourteen stations assigned in appropriate position around
210 The Interstate Architect and Builder, December 29, 1900, 14.
211 Ibid., February 24, 1900,.
212 Ibid., December 29, 1900, 14.
213 Ibid.
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the church walls, and the confessionals
located in arched recesses under the large
rose windows of the transepts.”214 All this
careful attention to details and use of fine
materials must have contributed to the
increased final cost of $92,000.
With their design for St. Procop Church,
these architects “created a prototype that
has been widely imitated. It is an example
of what may be done by a judicious
combination of liturgical tradition and
modern engineering”215 Indeed, Fugman and Uhlrich, then Uhlrich on his own, adapted
this design for numerous churches throughout Ohio, culminating his efforts in the Basilica
of Our Lady of Victory in Lackawanna, New York.
However, there is a question with regard to this building design. There is an image used
by the St. Procop congregation in later publications that was printed in the Cleveland Plain
Dealer in 1905 as the extant structure long after it was begun.216 (Figure 86) Fugman and
Uhlrch did the church without a doubt, but where did this image originate? A blow-up of
a detail of the image revealed that the image in the paper was that of a design by Druiding,
a Chicago architect who built in Cleveland. Druiding designed St.Michael Church on
Scranton Road when Koudelka, the pastor of St. Procop, was at St. Michael. This gives
a connection between Druiding and St. Procop, but no explanation as to why there were
two designs. Perhaps there was some sort of competition. Further research is necessary to
clarify this issue.
While Neo-classic and Renaissance Revival were evident throughout the country, in
214 Ibid.
215 Ohio Builder and Architect, September, 1904, 20.
216 Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 24, 1905, n.p.
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Cleveland, St. Procop was among the forerunners and, perhaps, the inspiration for churches
by other Cleveland area architects, e.g. St. Colman by Potter and Schneider, and St. Adelbert
by William Ginther. St. Elizabeth Hungarian Catholic Church done by Emile Uhlrich after
the firm split is remarkably similar.217 With the building of St. Procop, contemporaries
credited the firm with a new local church style.
It is unfortunate that this important piece of architectural heritage has been negatively
impacted by drastic changes to the exterior. It was probably easier and infinitely less
expensive to cry ‘structural problems’ than to find the ways and means to correct whatever
repair and maintenance issues plagued the two fine towers and the majestic dome. In 1962
at St. Procop Church, the cupolas of the tower and the central dome were removed. A final
insult occurred in 1993 when what remained of the towers was demolished.218

Once a

familiar landmark on the skyline, the immediate visibility and neighborhood presence of
the church have been negated by elimination of the towers and domes. With restoration of
these missing features but a fantasy, it remains a challenge to hang onto what remains. At
the time of this writing, St. Procop (and other local churches) was slated to be closed by the
Catholic Diocese. The contents of the building were to be sold off and the fate of the rest
of the structure seems dim.
Work continued on churches already underway and designs for new ones seemed
to appear at a rapid pace. St. Mary’s Church in Marietta, Ohio219; St. Elizabeth Roman
Catholic Church in Norwood, outside of Cincinnati220; St. Cyril and Methodius Church in
Youngstown221,222; and St. Thomas Aquinas in Cleveland223 were among the ecclesiastical
designs attributed to Fugman and Cramer during this post-fire period of the firm’s history.

217 Johannesen, 128-129.
218 Hannibal, St. Procop.
219 Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903.
220 Interstate Architect and Builder, January 26, 1901; June 29, 1901; July 13, 1901.
221 Ibid., February 23, 1901.
222 Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903.
223 Ibid., October, 1903.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUDING REMARKS

Unfortunately, most of the architecture of Fugman, Cramer and Uhlrich has been
demolished, as is the case with all the older firms across the country. However, there are
some survivors who should be guarded against further abuse and demolition.

Several

of Fugman and Cramer’s existing buildings have received relatively recent attention
to historic restoration/preservation. The Vogt Building at E 33rd and Superior evokes
something of the building’s original character and purpose after careful restoration of
the exterior through the City of Cleveland Storefront Renovation Program. Mechanics
Bank on Broadway Avenue is presently undergoing a similar restoration through the same
program. Greater Cleveland Architecture depicted the original cornice of Bender Building,
providing the missing link necessary for future restoration of that particular building. The
Sommer Block, also shown in the same publication, has not been restored in any way, but
the photograph of the original condition gives hope to the possibility in the future.
Exploration of the lives and work of these three Cleveland architects, Godfrey Fugman,
C. Frank Cramer, and Emile Uhlrich, clearly illustrated the tremendous and rapid growth of
the building industry and development of the architectural profession and associated crafts
and trades during the last decades of the nineteenth century and first years of the twentieth
century. It also has emphasized the importance of primary sources in being able to present
the subject as truthfully and objectively as possible. Most critical is the need for continued
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research and documentation; not only for these particular architectural firms, but for as
many local nineteenth-early twentieth century firms and buildings as possible. Careful
conservation and restoration of primary and other source materials, whether printed, drawn
or photographed, is essential for the present and future continuation of historical research
and preservation of our architectural heritage; local, national and worldwide. Hopefully,
the present effort may provide a springboard for other individuals concerned with rescuing
our architectural history from obscurity.
Cleveland’s history and architecture are what set it apart from the homogenous and
short-lived architectural fabric produced all over America today. Cleveland’s Golden Age
was and remains to be an essential part of our history and regional identity. Building in
the styles of their time, Fugman, Cramer and Uhlrich were certainly imaginative in design,
innovative in use of material, and active in the continuing development of their profession.
Add to all this the inventions of Godfrey Fugman and it becomes clear that they were
indeed important architects for Cleveland at turn of the 20th century.
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CATALOG OF BUILDINGS AND PROJECTS OF GODFREY FUGMAN, C. FRANK
CRAMER AND EMILE UHLRICH

This list records information known about the work of these architects at the time of
publication. Precise dates of commission and/or construction may be unavailable in some
cases. Unless otherwise indicated, all buildings are in Cleveland or the greater Cleveland
area. Addresses of structures have been taken from the sources and may refer to pre-19067 street address changes.
.
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Cramer and Fugman: 1887-1896
1. Walker and Rogge Store. 1888. Demolished.

3622 Lorain Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Three story brick store
40 x 100 Ft.
Cost: $10,000.
H. Lindhorst, builder
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p.81.

2. Store for A.H. May. 1888. Status unknown.
No address given
Three story brick store building
40 x 87 ft.
Cost: $6,500
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p. 81.

3. Residence for D.L. Diemer. 1888. Status unknown.
116

No address given. (Perhaps same as No. 4, needs more research)
Frame Cottage
Cost: $3,000
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p.81.

4. Residence for Christian Diemer. 1888. Demolished.
2729 East 51st Street (See No. 3)
Cleveland, Ohio 				
Building Permit No. 163.

5. Store for H. Machke. 1888. Status unknown.
3700-02 Lorain Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Frame store building
30 x 72 ft.
Cost: $4,000
C.F. Crouse, builder
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p.81.

6. Residence/Cottage for L.W. Heimseth. 1888. Demolished.
2639 East 51st Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Cost: $3,500
B. Cromwell, builder
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p. 81.

7. Residence for George Hector. 1888. Demolished

117

2539-45 West 7th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002.

					

8. Store for Wm. Trinker. 1888. Status unknown.
No address given
Three story brick store building
40 x 80 ft.
Cost: $5,800
John Fuelling, builder
Interstate Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p. 81.

9. Residence for Mrs. Ries. 1888. Status unknown.
No address given
Double frame dwelling
Cost: $3,500
Interstate Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p. 81.

10. Residence for Henry L. Benz. 1888. Demolished.
3212 Scovill Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Building Permit No. 2. 1888.
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11. First Baptist Church for First Baptist Society. 1888. Demolished.

4516 Prospect Avenue
Corner of Prospect and Kennard
Cleveland, Ohio
Stone
82 x 130 ft.
Cost: $100,000
J.R. Thomas, N.Y., Architect
Cramer & Fugman, Associate Architects
D. & G. Griese, Builders
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p.81.
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12. The Meriden Block for G. E. Howe. 1888. Demolished.

3955-3967 Payne Ave. (Case (E. 40th) and Payne.)
Cleveland, Ohio
Four story brick and brownstone store, apartment and hall building
75 x 80 ft.
Cost: $16,000
H. Lindhorst, builder
Inland Architect and Builder, June, 1888, p. 81; Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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13. Fire Station No. 16 for City of Cleveland. 1888. Demolished.

7911 Woodland Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture,

n.p.

121

14. The Vogt Block. 1888-89. Extant.

3303-07 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

Building Permit No. 820.
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15. Residence for John Kushmann. 1889. Demolished.
6610 Kinsman Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Building Permit No. 654.

16. German Publishing House. 1889. Altered.
2969-73 West 25th Street
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland, Landmarks Commission, 2002.

17. Produce Exchange Building. 1889. Demolished.

521 Broadway, corner of Broadway and Central
Cleveland, Ohio
Commercial Building for W.G. Andrews, Esq.
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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18. Residence for George Faulhaber. 1889. Demolished.

3022 W. 14th Street (Jennings Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.								
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19. Store and Apartment for John Meinel. 1889.
5361-63 St. Clair Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Frame structure. One story.
Store and 2 family dwelling.
Solid land, not filled.
Cubic feet?: 38677
Width: 21ft. x Depth: 73.5 ft. x Height: 20.5 ft?
Est. Cost: 2,500.
Cook Brothers, Builders.

Building Permit No. 2???77. Sept. , 4, 1889.
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Status Unknown.

20. The Bender Block. 1890. Extant.

2528 Lorain Avenue, near W. 25th
Cleveland, Ohio
Three story stone commercial and apartment building
Owners: Jacob Bender and Samuel F. Kaestler
Occupants: Dr. Kress, 2nd floor; Dr. Kaestgen, dentist; Tegtmeier & Keller; Great Atlantic
& Pacific Tea Co., street level
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Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

127

21. Columbia Bank. 1890. For Canfield Estates. Extant, but altered.

5601 Broadway Avenue (Corner of Broadway and Wilson/E. 55th Street and Hamlet)
Cleveland, Ohio

Inland Architect, September, 1890.
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23. The Haffner Block. 1890. Demolished.

4419-4412 Central Ave. (917-919 Central Ave.)
Cleveland, Ohio.
Owner: Frederick Haffner
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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24. The Sommer Block. 1890. Extant.

2104 W. 25th Street (657 Pearl Road and Chatham)
Cleveland, Ohio
Occupants: J. Bender, baker and confectioner. Charles Danneman, upstairs. C. E.
Gehring, lager.

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Building Permit No. 4285.
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25. Mechanics Bank. 1890. Demolished.

5501-5603 St. Clair Avenue (Corner of Bank and Hall)
Cleveland, Ohio 					

131

132

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p. Building Permit.
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26. Residence for Mrs. Baeher. 1890. Demolished.

8309-11 Detroit Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

27. Store and Hall for Christian Stocke. 1890.
6017-19 St. Clair Ave,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Known as “Stocke’s Hall.”
Brick. 3 stories.
Solid ground.
Cubic feet: 119537
Width: 47 ft. x Depth: 76 ft. x Height: 44?.

134

Demolished.

Building Permit. No. 4411. April 14, 1890.

28 Residence for John Meyer. 1890. Demolished.
3230 W. 25th Street.
Cleveland, Ohio
Inland Architect, September, 1890.
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29. Residence for Mrs. L. H. Lowery/Lowrie. 1891. Extant.

6216 Franklin Blvd.
Cleveland, Ohio
Two story frame dwelling
21 x 42 ft.
Cost: $3,000
					

Inland Architect and Builder, February, 1891, p. 16.
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30. The Loew Block. 1891. Demolished.

2142-2148 E. 9th Street (Erie Street)
Cleveland, Ohio
Owner: John A. Daniel and Chas. H. Loew
Occupant: Loew & Sons, Wines and Liquor Imports				
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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31. Commission House for Levy & Stearn Co. 1891. Demolished.

200-204 Huron Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Owner: Isaac Levy and Abraham Stearn
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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32. The Savarin. 1891. Demolished.

2012-16 Ontario St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Cleveland Memory Project CSU.
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33. Residence for Charles Voth. 1891. Extant, but altered.

1882 E. 66th St. (Dunham Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio.
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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34. The Wetzel. 1891. Demolished.

2743-2742 Central Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Three stores and tenement building. Brick
40 x 55 ft.
Cost: $15,000
John Schenk, contractor Corner of Scovill Avenue and Greenwood Street
Owner: Jacob Wetzel
Occupants: Henry Schlitt, Pharmacist; O.D. Antesdale & Co., Grocers
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, February, 1891, p.16.
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35. The Weitzel Block. 1891. Demolished.

3100-3104 W. 25th Street-2505-2507 Clark Ave.
(Corner of Pearl Road and Clark Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio.
			
Owner: John Weitzel/Witzel?
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

36. Commercial Building for Philip Kraft. 1892. Status unknown.
38-44 E. 9th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Three story brick. Store and flat building
24 x 37 ft.
Cost: $6,300					
Inland Architect and Builder, May, 1892, p. 54.
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37. St. John Hospital. 1891-2. Demolished.

7911 Detroit Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio

143

38. The Bell Block. 1892. Demolished.

1763 W. 25th St. (472 Pearl Road)
Cleveland, Ohio
Owner: Frank P. Bell
Occupant: Dr. Wood, Specialist .Eye, ear, blood, heart, skin diseases, rheumatism
Three brick story store and flat building
24 x 37 ft.
Cost: $6,300

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n. p.; Inland Architect and Builder, May, 1892, p. 54.
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39. Bolles Residence. 1892. Demolished.

5715 Thackeray (Fourth Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio
Owner: William C. Bolles
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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40. Leisy Family Mausoleum. 1892-93. Demolished.

Riverside Cemetery
Stone mausoleum
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

41. Cleveland Crematory. 1893. Demolished.
Euclid Avenue near Lakeview Cemetery
Stone crematory building
55 x 68 ft.
Cost: $18,000
Inland Architect and Builder, April, 1893, p. 42.
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42. I. Brudno Business Block. 1893. Status unknown.
828 Broadway
Cleveland, Ohio
Three story stone and pressed brick business block
25 x 100 ft.
Cost: $10,000
Inland Architect and Builder, April, 1893, p. 42.

43. National Sangerfest Music Hall. 1893. Demolished.

2466 E. 55th Street (Scovill and Willson)
Cleveland, Ohio
Cost: $35,000
Iron, steel and frame structure
Clear span without posts					
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, April, 1893, p.42.
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44. Carriage Repository for J.O. Greene. 1894. Demolished.

1212 Huron Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, June 1894.
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45. Bishop Thurston G. Bedell Memorial Chapel. 1894. Extant.

8415 Wade Park. (Near Commonwealth)
Cleveland, Ohio.
To be completed around June 15, 1894.
Levi Wherry, carpenter work; John F. Thomas, masonry work
George Faulhaber, seating and furniture
Roman pressed brick and trimmed in Amherst stone in rock finish
Old English style stone belfry,Spanish tile roof
Seating capacity of 250-275, oak seats.
Open timber work of English pattern for the ceiling
Stained glass windows “combining simplicity with richness”
Chancel, 20 x 24 ft. at rear
To right; vestry, organ loft, etc.
Presently Nazarene Baptist Church, Pastor Tyus

149

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Cleveland Leader, March 31, 1894.

46. Parsonage for Rev. W. A. Leonard. Status unknown.
Wade Park Ave., south of Commonwealth
Est. Cost: $2500
17000 cubic feet.
Builder: Joseph Watsuba
Building Permit No. 19139, Aug. 10, 1894.
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47. Police Station for City of Cleveland, Central Patrol Station No. 1.
1894. Demolished.

418-420 Champlain Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Cleveland Plain Dealer, May 17, 1894, n.p.
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48. 12th Precinct Police Station. 1894. Demolished.

8316 Detroit Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
					

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, June 1894, n.p.; Cleveland
Leader, September 27, 1894, n.p.

49. Residence of Dr. John Lueke. 1894. Demolished.
		

1780 E. 55th Street (Willson Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Building Permit No. 18701.
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50. Rectory for St. Paul United Evangelical Church. 1894. Demolished.

2712 Scovill Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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51. “The Eyrie.” 1894. Demolished

399 Brahtenahl Rd.
Brahtenahl, Ohio
Owner: John S. Hill
					
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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52. City of Euclid Town Hall. 1894. Demolished.

21050 North Avenue
Euclid, Ohio
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

53. Residence for W. C. Langeman. 1894-95. Demolished.

13315 Detroit Avenue.
Lakewood, Ohio.			
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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54. Store and Tenements. 1894. Extant, but altered.
4120 Clark Ave. (West of Burton)
Cleveland, Ohio
Building Permit No. 17949.

55. Residence for Joseph Strauss. 1894. Extant.
3812 Superior Ave. (North of Wassau)
Cleveland, Ohio
Building Permit No. 18589.

56. Standard Sewing Machine Co. Office Building. 1895. Demolished.

6406 Cedar Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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57. Adella Apartments. 1895. Demolished.

450-462 E. 105th Street (Doan) and Lakeshore
Cleveland, Ohio
Chas. Schellentrager, contractor					
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

58. Addition to Commercial Bldg. for Philip Kraft. 1895. Demolished?
1838-44 E. 9th St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Landmarks Commission.
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59. The Levy & Stearn Building. 1895. Extant, but altered.

246-248 Euclid Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Remodel of façade
Owners: Isaac Levy and Abraham Stearn
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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60. The Weideman Building c. 1895. Never constructed. Drawing only.

E. 9th Street (Water Street)
Cleveland, Ohio		
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

61. Commercial Building. 1895. Status Unknown.
1738 Columbus Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Landmarks Commission.
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62. Pythian Temple. 1895-96. Demolished.

911-919 Huron Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio
For the Knights of Pythias, and Weber, Lind & Hall
Six story brick and stone block
To be built on Huron St.
80 x 73 ft.

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.; Inland Architect and Builder, November, 1895, p.44.
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63. Marting Hall, 1895-96. Extant.

50 Seminary Street
German Wallace College.
Berea, Ohio.

161

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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64. Residence of C. Frank Cramer. 1894-95. Extant, but altered.

2247 Chestnut Hills (Ambler Heights)
Cleveland, Ohio
Two story shingle and frame residence.
Interior woodwork done by George Faulhaber		

					

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.
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65. Residence of Godfrey Fugman. 1895-96. Demolished.

2257 Chestnut Hills (Ambler Heights)
Cleveland, Ohio
Two story shingle and frame residence
Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p.

164

66. Vacha Moorish Building. No Date, Pre-1893. Demolished.
No address given
					
Cleveland Illustrated, 1893, p.78.

67. “The Snuggery.” No Date, Pre-1896. Status unknown.

No address given
Shingle style lakeshore cottage

Greater Cleveland Architecture, n.p				
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68. Hanna Block Apartments. Demolished.

1122 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Victoria George and Drew Rolic, “Fugman and Ulhrich: An Architectural Profile,” Habitat,
January 5/ January 11, 1990, p. 3.
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FUGMAN AND UHLRICH: 1899-1903
69. Zion Protestant Evangelical Church. 1899. Demolished.

3437 Superior Avenue
Corner of Superior and E. 36th (Aaron)
Cleveland, Ohio
Est. Cost: $7,000
Bids to close March 15, 1899
Exterior finish: brick
Roofing: slate, steel construction. Heating: furnace
Pastor: Rev. Muller/ Rev. Miller
Pressed brick and stone trimmings.
50 ft. x 80 ft.
Living rooms for janitor
Cost: $7500/$10,000
Heating, furnace

Cleveland Press, Feb. 2, 1899, n.p. Interstate Architect and Builder, March 11, 1899, p.7; Ibid.,
Mar.4, 1899, p.6 ; Cleveland Leader, April 22, 1899, n.p.; Ohio Architect and Builder, June,
1903, n.p.
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70. Dietsch Hall. 1899. Extant.

German Wallace College
Berea, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002.

71. Residence of William H. Kees. 1899. Demolished.
3117 W. 14th St. (575 Jennings Avenue)
Cleveland, Ohio
Est. cost: $4,700/ $3100
Plans to be completed by March 25, 1899
Heating: Hot water
Stimple Bros. Builders
Interstate Architect and Builder, Mar. 11, 1899, p.8, Ibid., May 6, 1899, p. 7.
Building Permit No. 32857.
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72. Residence for A.M. Haber. 1899. Status unknown.
Delmar Allotment.
Interstate Architect and Builder, May 20, 1899, n.p.

73. Residence for J. Carroll, owner. 1899. Demolished.
Miles Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Cost: $3,500.
Interstate Architect and Builder, May 27, 1899, p.8.

74. Stores and Flats for John Jacob. 1899. Status unknown.
Superior St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Interstate Architect and Builder, May 20, 1899.

75. Calvary Cemetery Keeper’s Residence. 1899. Demolished.
Calvary Roman Catholic Cemetery.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Estimated Cost: $2,500
Wood and Stone Construction
Heating Furnace
Client: Bishop I.F. Horstman
Keeper’s residence and barn, frame construction
Two story. Plans ready Apr. 15.
Cost: $2400
Contract closed with Frank Lukas, contractor
Interstate Architect and Builder, March 11, 1899, p. 7; Ibid., April 8, 1899, p. 5;
Ibid., June 3, 1899, p. 7.
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76. Apartment Building. 1899. Demolished.
Church and Wall Streets (W. 26th Street)
Cleveland, Ohio
Three stories 59 ft. x 80 ft.
Brick with stone trimming
Est. Cost: $20,000

			

Interstate Architect and Builder, April 8, 1899, p. 5.
p. 5.

77. Residence for William Yost. 1899. Status unknown.
2673 E. 93 St. (1216 Oakdale)
Cleveland, Ohio.
Plans ready Apr. 15
Wood construction; slate roofing
Interior finish, hardwood; plaster, common
Heating, furnace
Lighting, gas
			
Interstate Architect and Builder, April, 15, 1899, p. 5. Building Permit No. 33163.

78. South Euclid Town Hall. 1899. Status unknown.

Cleveland Press, Jan. 9, 1899, n.p.
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79. Apartment House for J. O’Donnell, Braddock, Pa. 1899. Never
constructed.

Payne Avenue (Handy Street)
Cleveland, Ohio.
Bids received until April 20th. Plans ready
Est. Cost: $20,000
Exterior finish, buff brick with marble trimmings
Roofing, gravel
Interior finish, cherry and pine
Patent Plaster
Heating, steam
Lighting, combination
Interstate Architect and Builder, April 15, 1899, p.5.

80. Store remodeling for Crow & Whitmarsh. 1899. Demolished.
Euclid & Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio
Exterior finish: cherry
Contract let for upper stories, balance of work still to be let.
Interstate Architect and Builder, April 15, 1899, p. 5.
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81. St. Johannes Independent Evangelical Church. 1899. Extant.

2104-08 West 44th St. (400 Harbor Street)
Cleveland, Ohio
St. John’s Evangelical Protestant Church, German Lutheran Church
Cost: $11,000-15,000.
Architects to have let contracts on Feb. 25, 1899
Interstate Architect and Builder, February 18, 1899, p.8; Ibid, June 3, 1899, p. 11; Cleveland
Plain Dealer, March 2, 1901, n.p., Ibid, Apr. 23, 1899, n.p.
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82. Victor Apartments for Godfrey Fugman. 1899. Demolished.

6604 Wade Park.
Cleveland, Ohio

						

Interstate Architect and Builder, September 8, 1900, p.6.
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83. Store and Dwelling for Mrs. C. Molt. 1899-1900. Demolished.
								

1398 Woodland Avenue (Crocker allotment)
Cleveland, Ohio
Wood. 2 & 1 stories Solid ground
Cost: $3000.00
26 x 70 x 12 (approx.)
120 x 35.
Will include all modern improvements
Gas and electric fixtures
Steel ceilings in the store			
Building Permit No. 37096, Oct. 16, 1899; Interstate Architect and Builder, Oct. 6, 1900, n.p.
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84. St. Procop Roman Catholic Church. 1899-1901. Extant, but altered.

		

3181 West 41st Street (Burton) and Trent, corner
Cleveland, Ohio
Plans ready April 10, 1899, for heating plant and social rooms
Est. Cost: $4,000
Church: 62 x 140 ft.
Est. cost: $30,000
Plans to be ready May 1, 1899
Construction: Brick and stone
Exterior finish: buff brick brick and steel
Roofing, slate; heating, steam
Lighting, combination electric and gas
Architects desire by bids in by May 29, 1899, for brick and stone work and iron and steel
trusses for the dome
Interior designs finished
Hard plaster and stucco work with decorative painting
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Electric lights, mosaic floors and extensive marble work
Will let contracts for Boiler house, toilet and janitor rooms
Two-story brick boiler house
Rev. P. Cerveny, pastor
Chas. Forschner, contractor
Cleveland Press, Feb. 2, 1899, n.p.; Interstate Architect and Builder, March 11, 1899, p.7; Ibid.
April 8, 1899, p. 5; Ibid., April 22, 1899, p. 4; Ibid., May 27, 1899, p. 8; Ibid., October 6, 1990, p.
8; Ibid., November 17, 1900, p. 12; Ibid., Dec. 29, 1900, p. 14; Ibid., July 20, 1901, p. 26; Ibid.,
Aug .31, 1901, p. 1; Cleveland Plain Dealer, April 27, 1902 n.p.;Ohio Architect and Builder,
September, 1904, pp. 21, 23.

85. St. Anthony of Padua. 1899. Status unknown.

505 Plum
Fairport Harbor, Ohio
Cornerstone laid Nov. 12, 1899. Built for Father Bergan. Mostly Hungarian parish.
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Nov. 13, 1899, n.p.
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86. A. F. May “Another Sky Scraper”. 1900. Never built.

Southwest corner Ontario and Public Square
Cleveland, Ohio
20 story. Plans being prepared
Steel and frame construction
Exterior walls of stone, brick and terra cotta
Tower effect for upper 4 stories
Work to begin early in spring
Interstate Architect and Builder, January16, 1900, p. 7; Ibid, pp. 6-7.
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87. School house for St. Elizabeth’s Congregation. 1900. Extant.

Bismark Street
Cleveland, Ohio
Cost: $15,000
First Roman Catholic Hungarian School in the U.S., source of great pride
Interstate Architect and Builder, March 24, 1900, p. 15; Universe
Bulletin, April 27, 1900, n.p.; Cleveland Plain Dealer, September 1900 n. p.

88. Addition for J. Brudno. 1900. Demolished.
184 Broadway Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
1 story addition on bldg, brick
22 x 90 ft.
Cost: $800
Owner guarantees 1st story wall to be 17 in. thick
Building Permit No. 3544 April 2, 1900 Alterations or repairs. revoked/void
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89. School and Residence for Rt. Rev. I. F. Hoerstman. 1900. Demolished.

84 Rawlings Avenue, near East Madison
Cleveland, Ohio
School and Parsonage for Greek Catholic Congregation
Two story, one family
Brick and stone with slate roof
Builder: John Schmeller
Filled ground 28 ft. x 64 ft. x 20 ft.
Cost; $4,000
Rt. Rev. Bishop Horstman
Building Permit No. 35931, June 5, 1900; Interstate Architect and Builder, June 16, 1900,
p.13; Ibid, August 26, 1900, p.7.
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90. Addition for Godfrey Fugman. 1900. Demolished.

6604 Wade Park and Dunham Avenues
Cleveland, Ohio
Victor Apartments
Add 3rd story on building (or 3 story addition to bldg?)
Brick
Cost: $2000
Building Permit No. 36252, July 17, 1900; Interstate Architect and Builder, July 21, 1900,
p. 12.
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91. Store and Dwelling for Godfrey Fugman. 1900. Demolished.

Roland Block
Corner of Wade Park and Dunham Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Brick Store and dwelling
Cost: $8,000
(Practically an addition to his Victor Apartments)
Named after Fugman’s sons
Together the two blocks will contain 5 stores and 10 suites
Frontage 150 x 90 on the 2 streets
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Interstate Architect and Builder, Sept. 8, 1900, p. 6; Ibid, June 16, 1900, p.13.

92. Store and Dwelling for F. W. Palmer. 1900. Status unknown.
Wade Park Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Cost: $2,200
Interstate Architect and Builder, June 16, 1900.
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93. Cleveland Crematory. 1900. Demolished.
		
Corner of Adams and St. Clair Avenue
East Cleveland, Ohio
Near

Collinwood
Brick, 2 story in front
40 ft. x 40 ft.
Estimated Cost: $15,000
Roof to be finished in a hurry so furnace installation can proceed
Work delayed by change in plans for furnace
Davis furnace will be installed
Contract let to L. Dautell, Cleveland
Building to be completed August 15
Interstate Architect and Builder, April 9, 1900, p. 5; Ibid., July 21, 1900, pp. 6, 10;
Ibid., August 11, 1900, p. 4.

94. Seventh Precinct Police Station, 1900. Demolished.

Broadway near Seagar St./ Broadway near Jones.
Cleveland, Ohio
3 Stories
Pressed buff brick and stone trim
105 ft. x 40 ft.
Interstate Architect and Builder, Aug.4, 1900, p.7; Ibid.,, Aug.11, 1900, p.9.
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95. Store front for Gavigan, Parmalee & Whitely Dry Goods. 1900.
Demolished.

Euclid Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio.
New front to be mostly plate glass on iron beams and girders
Two double acting doors, marble sill
Mosaic floor at entrance and lead treads in the specifications
Interstate Architect and Builder, Aug 18, 1900, p. 5.

96. Steeple for Holy Name Catholic Church. 1900. Extant.
Broadway near Jones
Cleveland, Ohio
20 x 20 ft. at base 94 ft. high
Brick and cut stone work
Slate and copper roofing
Interstate Architect and Builder, Nov. 3, 1900, p. 8.

97. Chapel and Dormitory for St. Louis Orphan Asylum, 1900. Status
unknown

No location/address given
Interior Work: Stucco work, hard woods, and stained glass
Interstate Architect and Builder, November 17, 1900, p.11.

98. Three Dwellings for James Mattchett. 1901. Status unknown.
Burt St.
Cleveland, Ohio
Interstate Architect and Builder, July 21, 1901.
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99. St. Elizabeth Catholic Church. 1901. Status unknown.

1757 Mills Avenue
Norwood, Ohio (Cincinnati)
Ulhrich was partner who went to Cincinnati.
This church will be a magnificent structure
To be one of the most modern in Cincinnati
To seat 960, (50 in choir)
Cost: $40,000
Sandstone or pressed brick and stone
Slate and copper roof
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Steel frame and polished granite columns at entrance
Italian Renaissance style, cruciform plan.
Adapted to modern ideas: Clear span, inclined floor,
perfect acoustics, indirect lighting effects, emergency rooms,
unobstructive steam heating, etc.
John Schmeller, general contractor for mason work

Interstate Architect and Builder, January 26, 1900, p. 11; Ohio Architect and Builder, February
6, p. 35; Interstate Architect and Builder, June 29, 1901, p.37; Ohio Architect and Builder, June
, 1903, n .p.; Ibid., October, 1903, n. p.; Interstate Architect and Builder, June 29, 1901, n. p.;
Ibid., July13, 1901, p. 14; Ibid, July 30, 1901.
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100. St. Francis Roman Catholic Church. 1901. Demolished.

2135 Superior Avenue
1901 Superior at E. 71st St. (Becker Ave)
Cleveland, Ohio
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Commissioned to draw the plans
Rhenish Romanesque, after Church of the Apostle in Cologne, Speyer Cathedral
60 x 140 x 60 ft.
86 ft. x 172 ft.
Est. Cost: $70,000
Est. Cost: $80,000-100,000
Brick and stone
2 stories, solid ground
Will let contract for excavation
Want bids on superstructure
Basement has just been completed
Bids due Dec. 30, 1901
Bids will be received until Jan 13, 1902
Work to commence immediately after
For Rt. Rev. I. F. Hoerstman
Building Permit No. 40202; Interstate Architect and Builder, October 24, 1901; Ohio Architect
and Builder, July 13, 1901, p. 14; Ibid., June, 1903, n. p. ; Interstate Architect and Builder, July
20, 1901, n. p. ; Ibid., November 30, 1901, p. 13; Ibid., December 9, 1901, p. 14; Ibid., January
4, 1902, p. 11; Ohio Architect and Builder, September, 1904, pp. 20-21.

101. Residence for A.S. Houk. 1901. Demolished.
Euclid Avenue, near Lakeview
Half timber construction with high stone foundation
After Swiss style
Est. Cost: $4,500
Interstate Architect and Builder, July 20, 1901, p.26.

102. Residence for Jos. Noebhelfer. 1901. Status Unknown.
Erkenbrecker Street,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Cost: $4,500.
Two story, half-timber construction
Interstate Architect and Builder, August 3, 1901, n. p.
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103. German American Club House. 1901. Status unknown.
Akron, Ohio

“Deutsches Haus.”
Akron, Ohio
Preparing drawings for Deutsches Haus
Est. Cost: $45,000
“Will be a model clubhouse in every respect”
Buff pressed brick, high stone basement and tile roof
German Renaissance Ballroom
Music hall w/ seating capacity: 1200
Model kitchen with cold storage
Interstate Architect and Builder, August 3, 1901, p. 10; Ohio Architect and Builder, February 16,
1901, p. 35; Ibid., June , 1903, n. p.; September, 1904, p. 10.

104. Residence for John Weizer. 1901. Demolished.
179 So. Woodland Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
Two-story wood dwelling
Cost: $3000
John C. Bause, builder
Interstate Architect and Builder, September 14, 1901.
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105. St. John Evangelical Lutheran Church. 1901. Demolished.

5830 Cable Avenue, near Broadway
Cleveland, Ohio
Brick Church of Gothic design
Seating for 150
“Construction will be modern in every respect.”
Cost: $20,000
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Mar. 24, 1901, p.4; Interstate Architect and Builder, Mar. 25, 1901, p.
32; Ibid, June 15, 1901, p. 19.
Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903.		

106. Dwelling. 1901. Status unknown.
Dunham Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
Two story frame
Interstate Architect and Builder, Dec. 14, 1901.
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107. Addition to St. Vitas Church. 1901-02. Demolished.
Norwood and Glass Sts.
Cleveland, Ohio
Addition to frame church
New school
Cost: $18,000
72 ft. x 65 ft.
Rev. Vitas Hribar
The World, August 4, 1901, n. p.; Interstate Architect and Builder, Feb. 15, 1902, p. 11.

108. Residence for Mr. Koch. 1902. Demolished.
No address given
Two-story frame double dwelling.
Bids wanted by Mr. Koch at 212 Western Reserve Building
or at 1990 Superior St.
Interstate Architect and Builder, January 4, 1902, p. 11.
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109. Monreal Bros. Store, 1902. Demolished.

6929 Superior Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
120 ft. deep
Glaze brick and stone trimming
Large warehouse and stable as well
The Cleveland Leader, September 10, 1902, n. p.
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110. Proposed Group Plan. 1902. Did not win the competition.

Interstate Architect and Builder, March. 12, 1902, pp. 10-11; Ibid., May, 1902, n. p.
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111. St. Mary’s Church. 1902-1903. Extant.

506 Fourth Street
Marietta, Ohio

						

Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903, n.p.
					

112. Winton Automobile Co. 1902. Status unknown.

On Huron Street near intersection with Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio
Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 28, 1903, p.
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113. J.L. Hudson Store. 1902-1903. Demolished.
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327 Euclid Avenue.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Near the Arcade
To be 6 stories
72 ft. x 120 ft.
Interstate Architect and Builder, January 4, 1902, p.11; Ibid, January 25, 1902, p. 13; Ohio
Architect and Builder, June, 1903, n. p.
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114. Krause Furniture Company. 1903. Demolished.

5804-08 Euclid Avenue
Euclid and East 59th St. (Opposite Olive Street)
Cleveland, Ohio
Contract for new store building awarded to H. W. Sanford
Plastering contract awarded to Frank C. Marthey
Three stories, French Renaissance style
Made possible by recent developments in use of iron and plate glass for construction
Entire front of three stories to be plate glass
94 ft. x 80 ft.
Open plumbing. Elevators.
Electric lighting and steam heat.
Cleveland Plain Dealer, June 28, 1903, p. 4; Interstate Architect and Builder, August, 1903, p.
16; Ohio Architect and Builder, October, 1903, p. 15.

115. Residence for Paul A. Warner. 1903. Status unknown.
Akron, Ohio
Stone and timber
Swiss design
Cost: $10,000
Ohio Architect and Builder, July, 1903, n. p.; Ibid., October, 1903, p. 12.
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116. Sts. Cyrill & Methodius Church. 1903-4. Status unknown.

252 E. Wood Street (Corner of Wood and Wyatt Streets).
Youngstown, Ohio.1
Exterior of select brick and stone trim
Slate roof, steel construction and thoroughly modern in all aspects
Basement under entire building for musical and entertainment purposes
Boiler and coal room
Seating 1200
Interior quarter sawn oak, hard plaster and stucco work
Art glass dome and windows
Transepts, 80 ft; nave, 57 ft; length 115 ft.
Est. Cost: $35,000
Interstate Architect and Builder, February 23, 1901, p.11; Ohio Architect and Builder, June, 1903,
n. p..
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117. Proposed St. Thomas Aquinas Church. Status unknown.

Ohio Architect and Builder, October, 1903, n. p.
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118. South Brooklyn Town Hall, 1904. Extant, but altered

2306 Broadview Road
Cleveland, Ohio.
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002
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Fugman: 1904-1928:
119. Residence for J. Halda. 1905. Status unknown.

Scranton, Road
Cleveland, Ohio
Double frame residence
Fugman & Cone, architects
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Feb. 19, 1905, n.p.; Ohio Architect and Builder, February, 1905, n. p.
					

120. Commercial Block for John Rock. 1905. Demolished

“Rock’s Corners”
Corner of Woodland and Willson
Cleveland, Ohio
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160 ft. (on Willson) x 80 ft.
Four stories and basement
Stores on first and second floors
16 apartments on third and fourth floors
Cost: $65,000
Cleveland Plain Dealer, July 2, 1905, n. p.

121. Student Dormitory at German-Wallace College. 1905. Extant.

Berea, Ohio
Est. Cost: over $45,000
L shaped, 80 rooms “with all modern conveniences”
60 ft. x 150 ft.
Hardwood floors throughout
Steam heat; electric light
John Allen, Berea, gen. contractor
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Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 20, 1905, n. p.

122. Apartment Terrace. 1905. Status unknown.
Cedar Avenue, between East Madison and Lincoln Avenues
Double terrace with 10 apartments in each of the buildings
Wide court with lawn to separate buildings
Pressed brick with stone trimmings
Colonial in style
Each 5 room suite will have hardwood floors throughout with parquet in main rooms
Cost: $50,000.
Owners: Albert Petzke & Co.
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UHLRICH: 1904-1923?:
123. Residence. 1904. Status unknown.
8021-23 Rawlings Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002

124. St. Ladislaus Church. 1904. Status unknown.
2908 Wood Street
Lorain, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002

125. Our Lady of Lourdes Catholic School. 1905. Extant.
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3398 East 55th/54th (Corner of Randolf and Hamm Streets
Cleveland, Ohio
12 room school building
Reinforced concrete construction.
Carey Construction Co.: masonry, concrete and fireproofing
Rothenbecker Brothers: brick work
Ohio Architect and Builder, July, 1905, p. 56; Cleveland Plain Dealer, August 13, 1905, n. p.
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126. St. Ladislas Church. 1905. Demolished.

Corner of Corwin and Holton
Cleveland, Ohio
Current frame structure to be moved to rear of present lot as temporary school
Est. Cost: $50,000
65 ft x 130 ft.
Gothic
Pressed brick and stone
Arches to be dotted with electric lights
“Interior will be after the most approved style of church construction”
Cleveland Plain Dealer, Sunday, July 9, 1905, n. p.; Ohio Architect and Builder, November,
1905, p.54.
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127. Sts. Peter and Paul Church. 1906. Status unknown.

Wellston, Ohio/ Steubenville, Ohio
Ohio Architect and Builder, February, 1905, n. p. ; January,1906, n.p.; August, 1907, p.36.
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128. St. Michael Roman Catholic School 1906-7. Extant

3146 Scranton Road
Cleveland, Ohio
3 story stone structure
Cost: $90,000
Plans prepared by Uhlrich
Andrews Brothers, Schofield Building, general contractor
Ohio Architect and Builder, January, 1906, n. p.; Ibid, March 1906, p.59; Ibid, September, 1908,
p.16.
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129. National Slovak Hall/ Nardny Slovensky Dom Hall. 1906. (Also listed
as National Hungarian Hall) Demolished.
8802 Buckeye Road
Cleveland, Ohio
For the Slovonian Association
Three stories; slate roof; plaster
Gas and electric fixtures; steam heat
John Schmeller, contractor
50 ft. x 125 ft.
Est. cost: $25,000-$28,000
Ohio Architect and Builder, October, 1906, p. 47.; Ibid., November, 1906, p.48.

130. Church. 1906. Status unknown.
Superior, near Asylum
Cleveland, Ohio
For Rev. Emil Sloupsky
50ft. x 128 ft.
Two stories, slate roof, plaster
Gas and electric fixtures, steam heating
Est. Cost: $18,000
Chas. Forschner and Sons, contractor
Ohio Architect and Builder, November, 1906, p.45.

131. Church and School. 1906. Demolished.
St. Barbara
Brooklyn, Ohio
For Rev. A. Midalski
36 ft. x 76 ft.
Two stories, slate roof; plaster
Gas and electric fixtures; steam heating
Est. cost: $ 14,000
Webster and Newman, general contractors
Ohio Architect and Builder, November, 1906, p.45.
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132. St. Barbara Roman Catholic Church. 1906. Demolished.
Valley Road
Cleveland, Ohio
35 ft. x 75 ft
Foundation work has begun
Est. cost: $15,000
Ohio Architect and Builder, November 1906, p. 48.

133. St. John the Baptist School. 1907. Status unknown.
Buckeye Road.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Architect, Emile Uhlrich, 1328 Schofield Bldg.
To close bids October 5
Cost: $12,000
2 stories, brick and stone trimming
43 ft. x 85 ft.
Iron and wire work, metal, lath cornice, skylight, patent plaster
Gas and electric fixtures
Plate glass
Four washstands, four water closets
Steam heat
Ohio Architect and Builder, October, 1907, p.56.
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134. Weizer Block. 1913. Demolished.

8937 Buckeye Road
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002. Cervin Robinson, p. ?

135. Theater Building. 1907. Status unknown.
To be erected in the vicinity of E. 55th and Euclid Avenue, near intersection.
Cleveland, Ohio
Negotiations underway
“We have a site in view and are figuring on the property at the present time,” said Mr.
Ulhrich
Ohio Architect and Builder, January, 1907, p. 78.
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136. Our Lady of Consolation. 1909. Status unknown.
Universe Bulletin, May 7, 1909, n.p.

137. Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary School. 1915. Extant.

9600 Aetna Road
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002
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138. St. Elizabeth Church and Hall. 1917. Extant.

9015 Buckeye Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio
City of Cleveland Landmarks Commission, 2002
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139. The Basilica of Our Lady of Victory. 1926. Extant.

767 Ridge Road
Lackawanna, New York
A Christian Commitment, by Alice M. Pytak, 1986, pp. 31-32.
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